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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem . The purpose of this study is
twofold, namely: (1) to build a valid and reliable measure
of visual discrimination to be used at the intermediate (^rgde
level for discovering those cM Idren who need remedial work
in visual training; and (2) to determine, in so far as possible
from the sampling used, whether the factor of visual discrim-
ination v/hich will presumably be tested, I3 a factor of read-
ing achievement, reading capacity, or spelling achievement.
Jus tif ication of the s tudy , The ability to see similar
and dissimilar word elements clearly and to utilize the eyes
for speedy, even phrasing of woras, both in silent and oral
reading are all skills necessary for acceptable reading at the
intermediate grade level, A good reading program for develop-
ing accuracy and independence in word perception should be
continuous and sequential, calculated to avoid the distinction
of non-existent sounding of words and should teach effective
methods of word detection,^
Previously, there has been a tendency to assign phonics
^arry V/heat, "Word Perception," The Appraisal of Current
Practices in Rea ding
,
Supplementary Educational Monographs,
University of Chicago, (December, 1945), pp, 120-122,
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add ds 5^i'l^bs0^ elaadqsoos toI xih aaeaem elli-.NB CIb omb
- coleveb ‘lol n: an -^.o^ia 3nI>->B9‘i boos b .IovoJ ebais ad- 3.tjamnadnl
ed cf.coda notdqeo‘iH<j b‘ic>w ni oonsjyf/sqybni 5xib v^ob^xjjoob gni'
nc.cdo.xl'j alb edd biova od badBluolBp , laid iiojj-ps 3 ijns aL'oi.'itidaoo
ovidoy 'ils dosed blue ids baa sb-iow lo' snibn ejoa dnadExX'-
-non lo
.noldoedob, lo eboddeai
eoi/ioaa n^^iaeB od vo.iebned b need sad enedd f'*boiv 3rr‘i
l£ I bb l s*:ioqA edT " . noi.tqeoie^ bwi." ^dsed;.'
, exiqBd^or.-.oM Isnoi i£Ofjb;ii Tr'^BdnemsIoqLfS ,'^«i.'esd ni aaoidosn^
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2
or word analysis entirely to the primary grades. Durrell,
in his analysis of the word study difficulties found above
this level, shows that pupils even on the secondary school
level profit by exercises that require close attention to the
structure of the word.
If chi Idren with low scores in word recognition and para-
graph meaning tests, yet with accomoanying hi^er scores on a
I
reading capacity test, are also found to be low in visual dis-
crimination, remedial plans may quickly be put into effect to
correct one phase of the disability.
This study, tiierefore, will be an attempt to build such
an instrument of visual discrimination.
Scope of the s tu dy . The instrument will be written in an
attempt to test the objectives to be found in Chapter III.
The reliability and validity of each test item will be invest-
igated, More than 200 children of grades 4, 5, and 6 will be
chosen for this purpose. The classes will be selected from
2 schools in a large industrial community, close to Boston,
Mass, Only children without eye defects will be sampled.
This will be determined by use of the Massachusetts Vision
Test. Scores will be obtained from the Durr ell -Sullivan
Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests . After the discard of
items which do not discriminate between the highest and the
2Donald Durrell, 36th Year Book, National Society for th«
Study of Education, rubliP ScKobl Bub, Co,, Bloomington, 111,,
p» 355
,
'.IIs'i-'iu ' , arid- cct v^Ie'i.dxie ele^riaai^ dtow *xO
svcds bn^/ol as ijl jjol lllb 'ibiji s biov/ oxid 'io s^.avlsns sin ni
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.D10W 9j1d 1:0 STiJuOJjTiS
-n'ltiQ bnt? no idiir^coe*! bnow ni e^'icos wri rldiw ne'iM ^rlo “il
Jr nc 8oo;oor. noit^ffl ^nlYnncmooos xidJhw d©Y tfidsoj sn‘nj?em do,
|
- 8 :t iBi-'oiv ni woX 9'1 OJ i:n>jO'i osX.e one ^daed
Ovd doolie odni duf eel Y^>^oinp cnoelq Xetborien ^noldxsnimino
.-'dxXideelb odd lo os^nq ono doonnoo
lions dXiad od dqmadd^ nx3 ed CX iv/
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encl&nejrid
,
Y^.nds sidT
. 'lo.’cdfininiin D eld Isnslv lo dfisniun deni flb
CB ni nojdln'.v ad XX Iw Jne^iuj-id eni oiiT . e oitt Ic - egoop
O
.III nedqiidO ni ;;n.Jol od od Bevldoe(^oo 9dJ deed od daniBddB
1
-deevnl od XXlw ;f:edi di-ad dose lo y-^
ocl XX *A' a dxtB ,G aeberiB nsnbXino OOSi nBxid enoM .Ledn^i
iJi
i.^onl L' 9J 0 ©l 9 B 0d XXiw sesseXo oriT .ssoqnnq eidd nol xiceonc
1
f.
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lowest of the group tested by the Visual discrimination test,
the resulting raw scores will be correlated with the reading
achievement and capacity scores and inferences will be drav;n.
The study, therefore, will show whether a valid and
reliable instrument has been constructed, and what possible
correlations it has with reading achievement, spelling achieve-
ment, and that phase of intelligence measured as reading
capacity, which is the understanding of spoken English
language
.
- G-
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CHAPTER II
SUWffv’ARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The study presented will show whether a reliable and valid
measure of visual discrimination has been constructed, and what
possible correlations this ability has v/ith reading achievement
spelling, and mental ability as measured by the capacity for
reading.
1
Discrimination has been defined by Betts as a process of
dl ff erent iat ion:
Visual discrimination is a prerequisite to the
visual perception, or recognition, of words in the
reading process. A pupil who can discriminate be-
tween the forms of words is a good observer. Some
children for one reason, or a combination of reasons,
do not make accurate observations regarding the like-
nesses and differences between word forms. Visual
discrimlnat ion is based on trained observational skills.
Visual discrimination is considered to be an important
ability in the accomplishment of reading. One student in the
2
field of reading, Burkart, approached the nature of the
reading process under the theory that reading is a complex
process which may be analyzed in terras of a large number of
specific abilities and skills . She made a systematic attempt
to classify the abilities and weigh the relative importance of
^Emmett Betts, Foundations of Read! ng Instruction ,
American Book Company, Hew York,~Tl^46 ) , p. 330.
2
Kathryn Burkart, "An Analysis of Reading Abilities,"
Journa 1 of Educational Research
,
(February, 1945), pp. 430-439
,
-i*-
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aUOIViH^i 'iC YHAm^Jc
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.SnibBQi
!
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.Ell,t:>ie lBf/ollBvi0 sxio banlsT;! no bez/id si ncldfvylxzb'oelb
lni!l*xoorr.l iis ad oi ooB-siDisnoo b1 xiolJ£uilt(Tl"ioElo leos,''.’
arid al drrovuds axiO . 'XilbB *-:
t
lo J'xi0nif' sxlqfij coos odd nl
exld lo eaadisxx a/id beriosc'ioq , d’XBxnab ,^;albr.s'f lo oXoll
xaIqr.xOO B si ^albaei daxid ^arfd Tsbi/a Bseooaq ^ilbae'i
lo -lacirajn 83 ^.3! b lo a^iaed ill bes^lBns ocT noliiw eaaoo-iq
dcinad’dB oldBirtodsYB a ebBTi; f>d3' , sXIlilfi baB Boldlllda oillvoeqe
lo 3n//adioq:nl ovldaleT; e/tr d^lsvs b/ue Beldltld© 9xld Y'i-iaBBlo od
^aolv-toa^idsal -.ixi IbaaH lo gnoidabriaoV’ .sddeH ddan'/t/x'*'
.Coo
.q ^ [dP
h
l7~ ..-I
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10 / H' 0H ^vaaqrf/oC >i00 c. osolaainA
’'^sotdllldA lo slsvlfuiA
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daxj/i'i.i/d aYd-ddis"^
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each in the reading process by grouping the skills and
abilities after a thorough examination of the educational and
psychological literatures for those which reading specialists
believed to be involved in the reading process . After deleting
items, to include only those which, in a preliminary examina-
tion, four out of five specialists considered to be important,
the final questionnaire of abilities was sent to 109 special-
ists who were to rate the abilities with respect to the
reading process. Of the 40 complete returns, the specialists
tended to regard as most important, those abilities which make
up observation. When the abilities were summarized and ranked
from 1 to IB, visual acuity was regarded by specialists as
sixth in the order of importance.
As in all phases of education, it is important to set a
5purpose for developing visual discriminati on, McKee has
established a goal for visual training in his statement:
A brief description of the techniques of word
perception employed by the moderately competent
adiilt reader will indicate some of the skills that
the school must seek to develop. The adult can
recognize several words, especially if they form
a familiar thought unit, in a single glance com-
prising a fraction of a second. He merely secures
an impression of the whole phrase
Even if the pupil reacts to each word inaividual ly,
he will not progress rapidly unless he compares and
contrasts words with each other. Significant ele-
ments of words are often identified by comparing
one word with others, especially with those similar
in one or more respects
.
^Paul McKee, 56th Year Book
,
National Society for the
Study of Education, Public School Publishing Co., Bloomington,
111., pp. 288-2B9.
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One of the most significant studies, affecting present
day methods of teachipg vocabulary to primary grade children
was accomplished by Gattell who worked in the laboratory in
Leipsig. In his presentation of Gattell *s experiment. Gray
reports that the evidence was conclusive that the time re-
4qulred for the recognition of a v/ord was no greater than that
for a letter. In some cases, where sentences or phrases were
exposed, he observed that sometimes they, too, were grasped
in units. Cattail's conclusion was, therefore, that the per-
ception in ordinary reading does not proceed by letters, but
by words and, in some cases, even by phrases or sentences.
Many investigations have been made of visual discrimina-
tion at the primary grade level. All children who are ad-
mitted to school are not ready for reading activities. We
know that a background of experience is extremely valuable to
the child in associating meaning with the printed symbol. It
is a generally accepted fact that a lack of general mental
maturity, and, therefore, a lack of general readiness for
reading may be a factor in perceptual difficulties. Wilson
5
and Burke v/hile carrying on a study of reading readiness tests,
in the Horace Mann School, came to the following conclusions:
^G . T . Gra y , Types of Readj ng Ability as Exhibited Through
Tea ts and Laboratory Experiments
,
Supplementary Education
Monographs, No, b, Univ. of Ghicago, Chicago, 111., 1917.
pp. 20-22.
Wilson and A. Burke, ’’Reading Readiness in a Progres-
sive School,” Teachers College Record
,
Vol. 38, (April, 1937,)
pp. 565-568.
-o-
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(1)
.
Certain abilities with letter forms
and sounas were strikingly related to the reading
progress, namely, naming letters, producing phonic
combinations, giving letter sounds and writing
words
.
(2)
, These relationships were much closer
than any other measured abilities including mental
age and I.Q.
Upon examining the predictive value of a particular
reading readiness test, measuring visual discrimination,
Greenleaf found that of 750 kindergarten children tested,
the most predictive measure in the battery was visual per-
ception, or the ability to rem«nber word forms, having a
correlation of ,45 with the pronunciation test.
Assuming, therefore, that many young children have a
weakness in visual discrimination, what effect will a
specific program of eye training have on first grade children?
7
Junkins analyzed the effect by building materials and using
them for 30 school days with first grade children. Her major
findings were that the experimental group showed greater gains
in visual discrimination, rate of learning new words, and word
recognition.
Do early weaknesses in visual discrimination affect later
^Edith Greenleaf, ^ Eva luatlon of Visual Perception
Tes ts for Predicting Success _in Firs t Grade Reading
,
Unpub-
lished Ed, M, Boston Univ, Thesis, School of Ed., 1936.
7Kathryn Junkins
,
The Cons true tion and Evaluation of
Sxer c ises for Developing Vis ual Discrimination in Beginning
Reading
,
Unpublished Ed. M, Thesis, Boston Univ., School of
Educate on, 1940.
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success in reading? This was the subject of a study made by
8
Hill. She studied the persistence of weaknesses and
strengths in visual and auditory discrimination, indicated at
the kindergarten level, to reoccur at the fifth grade level.
There appeared to be no persistence of the weaknesses, as the
findings were not statistically significant. The children
had been exposed to a reading program for their five years in
school which gave special attention to visual and auditory
training in word analysis. This factor would temper the re-
sults of the study, and also substantiate the belief that the
specific training in visual discrimination is a necessity.
9
Betts found that about fifty percent of normal six year
children are far si£?:ited. He advocates delaying reading ac-
tivities for normal children until their eyes are more mature,
10
Stone states that there should be no delay until normal
children reach eight or nine years of age before the teaching
of reading can begin. He claims that materials should be
adapted to the farsightedness of the children. This is being
I.
done by use of chart material and larger type for the first
j
I
grade children.
|
O
Barbara Hill, The Pers is tence of Perceptual P\inc ti ons ii
Related to Read! ng and Spelling , Unpublished E. M. Thesis, !l
Boston Univ
. ,
School of Ed., 1943. li
9Emmett Betts
,
The Prevent! on and Correction of Reading
Dif f icult ies
,
Row Peterson and Co., Evanston, 111., 1936, p.l54.
10
Clarence Stone, Better Primary Reading, Wfbster Pub-
lishing Co., St. Louis, 1936, p. 215,
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Th© Importance of the factor of visual discrimination
in spelling has also been the subject of lengthy inves tigationj
Hartman ^^adminls ter ed individual tests of perceptual span for
meaningful material, visual recognition, silent reading,
hidaen word identification, auditory memory span, pronuncia-
tion, and auditory recognition. He found that spelling is no
more a function of general visual perception than it is of
auditory perception. One via ual test, however, that of im-
mediate memory span for meaningful visual stimuli, correlated
in
178 with the spelling criterion. Carter constructed and
administered tests in visual and auditory discrimination,
spelling, and handwriting. She found very high correlation
between both visual and auditory tests and spelling, Al-
13
though the findings of the Neisler study were not statistic-
ally significant, there is a definite indication that the
children Improved in spelling scores, even for the short
duration of the experiment, when given intensive work in
visual ana auditory discrimination.
George Hartman, "The Relative Influence of Visual and
Auditory Factors in Spelling Ability," Journal of Educational
Psychology
,
(December, 1931, ;p, 691,
^^Bernadette Carter, "The Construction of Tests of
Visual Perception, Auditory Discrimination, and Klnaesthetic
Factors to be Used in Diagnosing Adequate Performance in
Spelling," Unpublished Ed, M, Thesis, Boston Univ
. ,
School
of Ed,
,
(1933),
^^Mary Neisler, "The Effect of Specific Training on
Visual and Auditory Discrimination in Spelling," Unpublished
Ed, M, Thesis, Boston Univ.,(l94d.
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At the intermediate grade level, which is that to which
this study is devoted, much research has been done concerning
the role of visual discrimination as a factor of rate of
reading, and improvement of reading comprehens ion scores.
14
Stroud found evidence of a significant relationship in the
neighborhood of .50, between rate of reading and rate of visual
perception, as measured by tests of word selection, letter
selection, and number selection. He found a lower relation-
ship between rate of reading and discrimination of groups of
paired digits and paired letters, and a negligible relation-
ship between rate of reading and dls crimination of paired
designs. A very novel method of studying tne speed of visual
15
perception was worked out by Herbert. He tested the speed
in a tachis tiscoplc manner, by flashing the words on a screen
and varying the length of the exposure. He found a correlatlor)
of .52 between his whole test and the Stanford Reading Test.
The lowest scores in perception were the poorest readers.
16 17
Acomb and Fendrick were both Interested in visual
Stroud, "Rate of Visual Perception as a Factor
in Kate of Reading," Journal of Educational Psychology
,
(November, 194^, pp. 487-498.
15
'‘Dudley iierbert, "Word Perception in the Upper Grades,"
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston Univ., School of Ed.
,
(193^^.
1 ^AUan Acomb, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in
Reading and Spelling," Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston Univ.,
School of Ed., (1936).
^"^Paul Fendrick, "Visual Characteristics of Poor Readers.
Contributions to Education
,
No. 656, Teachers College,
Columbia TJnTvers ity, (l93^.
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dis crlminatl on as it pertains to memory/ of word patterns and
relates to reading coiaprehens ion scores. Acomb found a cor-
relation of *70 between reading and visual perception, .69
betv/ean mental age and visual perception, and the relation-
ship between reading and mental age the highest of all,
being ,84. This would seem to indicate that all three factors
are Interrelated, In the other study mentioned, Fendrj ck
experimented with 128 children of grades two and three, al 1 of
whom had reading disabilities as compared v/ith a like number
of children without disability, and found more efficient per-
formance on the part of the good readers on his test of
visual perception.
An attempt to evaluate the effect of specific training
in auditory and visual perception on increased ability to see
and hear likenesses and differences in words was made by
18
Barden,. Although her study did not test the effect on read-
ing scores, as it was an experiment of only 28 days, statistic-|
ally significant gains in auditory and visual discrimination
were made by the experimental group.
19
In 1926, Gates built a test of visual discrimination
and carried out an investigation of his Instrument in a
^^Mary Barden, ’’The Construction and Evaluation of Exer-
cises for Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimina-
tion in Third and Fourth Grade,” Unpublished Ed, M, Thesis,
Boston Univ,, School of Ed,, 1945.
^^Arthur Gates, ”A Study of the Role of Visual Perceptloi
and Association Processes in Reading and Spelling,” Journal
of Educational Psychology, Vol. 25, October 1926, pp. 433-445,
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manner similar to that which this study will employ. He
studied children of a wider school ran^ie of grades 1 through
6. Only the tests which utilized woras as materials gave
substantial correlations with reading and spelling. Intelli-
gence yielded the highest correlation, whereas tests of geo-
metric figures of different sorts, and digits, of associative
learning of visual and auditory symbols, show but slight
associa tlon v^rith these school abilities. The low positive
correlations between parts of the test seem to point to the
fact that visual perception is not a single capacity wtiich
operates uniformly upon all sorts of data and under all con-
ditions. Gates cites the need for further investigations of
the nature of visual oerceptlon and its relation to reading
and spelling.
Of secondary importance to this study is a determination
of the role played by visual discrimination in comparison to
20
mental ability. Thurstone has divided Intelligence into
seven primary mental abilities which he has called number
facility, word fluency, visualization, memory, perceptual
speed, induction, and verbal reasoning. If the mental matur-
ity of children can be accelerated under the training recom-
mended by Thurstone, the factor of visual discrimination may
^^Louis Thurstone, "Primary Mental Abilities,"
PsTfchometrika Monographs
. (1938), pp. 1-121.
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poss ibly be considered an aspect of intelligence and not an
area of reading skills. Yet, in a study devoted entirely to
440 subnormal children at the Wayne County Training School,
21
Dowling concluded that visual acuity of the subnormal in-
dividual runs a very close parallel to that of the normal
individual. If his findings are valid, we can assume that
the development of the visual apoaratus is not affected by
intelligenc e •
This study will be an attempt, therefore, to investigat
visual discrimination by building an instrument, fulfilling
the objectives set forth in the following chapter, proving
its reliability and validity, and determining its relation-
ship, if any, with reading capacity and reading achievement
as well as spelling, of intermediate grade children.
^%arvey Dowling, **An Analysis of the Visual Findings
in Subnormal Children," Americ an Associa ti on on Mental Defic
iency, Vol. LXI
,
(May, 1936), pp. 168-172.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Cons true ti on of the jbesjt. As has been previously stated,
this study is an attempt to construct a valid and reliable
instrument which measures visual discrimination at the inter-
mediate grade level.
The first step in procedure is to formulate some objec-
tives on which the test is to be built. The following is the
result of the writer’s thoughts and study as tc^''/isual skills,
in general, are taught and developed at the intermediate
grade level.
1. When ttie object to be matched is before the child, is
he able to discriminate between:
a. Words which are similar
b. Groups of digits, 4 to 6 in sequence
c. Nonsense syllables
d. Capital letters, 4 to 6 in sequence
2. 'When the item to be matched is flashed to the child
for a period of one second, is he able to discriminate;
a. Words which are similar
b. Groups of digits
c. Nonsense syllables
d. Capital letters
3. Can the child sort by endings?
-14-
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4. Can the child sort by beginnings?
5. Can the child number a list of words alphabetically
by the first letter?
6. Can the child number a list of words alphabetically
by the first two letters?
7. Can the child number a list of words alphabetically
by the first three letters?
8. Can the child sort a list of words into which of
four parts of the alphabet they fall?
9. Gan the child sort a list of words when the alphabet
is in reverse order, and divided into four parts?
10. Can the child sort a list of words when the alphabet
in forward order is divided into eight parts?
11. Can the child sort a list of words when the alphabet
in reverse order is in eight parts?
12. Can the child match a list of words with the correct
guide words?
13. Can the child niimber a list of words, finding all
those with the same word element contained?
14. Can the child match phrases which are exactly alike?
15. Can the child number phrases according to their
occurrence in a paragraph?
16. Does the child have a visual recognition of words
which have been previously flashed to him?
17. Can the child pick out the visual errors during a
proof reading test?
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It was decided that matching forms, multiple choice, and
alternate response items would make up the test. The Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Vocabulary for Intermediate Grades was care-
fully checked for words used in all items but.,^ matching of
words which are similar, and nonsense syllables.
Construction of the Items
Item 1. Th.e word to be matched was placed at the left of
the sheet, and four choices were placed at the right. The
children were given markers, and the examiner, ijslng a stop
watch, allowed one second for examination of the word, one
second to mark its duplicate, and one second to move down
to the next line. The item was scored correct, if of the
five words, sophisticate through tubercular
,
the child could
match four.
Item 2. The procedure and time were exactly the same as
for Item 1, except that the ability to match digits in a
sequence from 4 to 6 was being tested.
I tern 3. The procedure and time were exactly the same as
for the preceedlng iterre
,
except that the ability to match
nonsense syllables was being tested.
Item 4. The procedure and time were exactly the same as
for the pieceeding Items, except that the ability to match
capital letters in a sequence of 4 to 6 was being tested.
Item 5. This was a new section of the test called flashed
matching. It was decided to number the items in order from
ihf'6 ,eoxorio olq jivtli/ir; ^ 3niriod-B£r ;jorjioab eaw Jl
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.aaloel'I^B sanwsnon bns ,'iBlt£a^8 3^'Bnolxiw bo".cw
Bfiifjjl Slid Td r.oidou'idafioO
lo die'll 3d'd dB bOvOjsIq sbw fcsrfodjsm &d od b'lO'.v 8/i_ .i raedl
1
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the bottom to the top of page 2, to give a more even distrl-
I
butlon to the sampling of items for the computation of the
j
reliability. The examiner held up a flash card on which the !
capital letters of a sequence of from 4 to 6 were printed
in type 2 inches tall. The examiner said, "Look up here at
number 1." The time allowance for exposure was one second. *
"Mark number 1 on your paper." The child had to pick from 4
j
I
choices what he thought he had seen flashed. The score was
j
i
on the basis of being able to do 4 out of 5 of the flashed
|
capital letters. ^
Item 6 . This was a repetition of item 5, except that the
ability to match a nonsense syllable from a flashed duplicate !
was being tested.
Item 7. This was a repetition of the preceding items,
except that the ability to match digits in a sequence from 4
to 6 from a flashed replica was being tested.
Item 8. This was a repetition of the preceding items,
except that the ability to match a word from a flashed dupli-
cate was being tested.
Item 9. The examiner flashed the suffix less
,
and said,
"Find all the words in the first column which end like this
and number them 1." The time allowance was 30 seconds. The
same procedure was followed for suffixes ous , able , and fully .
The item was scored correct if the child could find all the
words for any three of the suffixes.
Item 10 . The examiner flashed the prefixes, i^, non , per
-‘‘i.tRir.' ne\r9 eiosa s oJ lo qoct s/ij moJd'ofi erij
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eaw en:o3 eifr .barf sail neee ban erf Irf^jjorfj erf Janw eeolorio
fjor.erX'^ erfb lo d lo Ixro P ob ol eXda ^xiXerf lo aieed orfl no
. gneXieX laJlqao
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I
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i
I
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and dis
,
foil awing the same procedure as in item 9, The
children marked the second column, and the item was scored
as before.
Item 11 . A column of 20 words was to be numbered alpha
betically by the first letter. 'The examiner showed, as a
sample, a flash card with the words baby — dog
,
and asked
the children which one should be numbered 1. The time limit
for numbering the column was 2 minutes, and the item was
scored correct if the first 5 were correctly mombered.
Item 12 . Credit was given if the first 10 words of the
list described in it6m 11 were correctly numbered.
I tern 13. Scored correct if the first 15 words were
correctly numbered.
Item 14 . Scored correct if the 20 words were correctly
numbered.
Item 15 . The list, gilded through gentian
,
was to be
numbered alphabetically, looking at the first two letters in
each word. The examiner showed as a sample, a card with the
words toy — trip and asked the children to look at the letter
following the t, before deciding which one should be numbered
1, The time limit for the second column was 3 minutes. The
item was given credit if the child found and correctly num-
bered the first 4 words in alphabetical order.
Item 16 . Scored correct if the first 8 word as de-
scribed in the preceding item were numbered correctly.
Item 17
. Credit was given if the first 12 words were
9/rr nT;^j’. nl bk 6^ijbaoo‘iq err is c eiiq ^ni v.ollo'i ^ sir, ons
qe'^r.oe e.^sw nisqi &rlj ^imuIoD bnonee erU ijt^x'ia'r; nfc‘i,jf ino
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I
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correctly numbered.
Item 18 . Credit was given if the first 18 words were
correctly numbered.
Item 19 . Credit was given if the twenty words were
correctly numbered
»
Item 20 . The list alternate through weird
,
was to be
numbered in alphabetical order with attention to the first
three letters in each word. The examiner showed a sample
card with the words, run -- rude
,
and told the cnildren to
look at the letter following u to decide which word should
be numbered 1, The time limit for this column was 3 minutes.
The item was given credit if the first 4 words were numbered
in correct alphabetical order.
Item 21 . Credit was given if the child could find and
n\imber the first 8 words which came in alphabetical order.
Item 22 . Credit was given if the child could find the
first 12 words.
Item 23 » Credit was given if the child could find the
first 16 words.
Item 24. Credit was given if the child could number the
20 words in the column.
Item 25 . The alphabet was placed upon the test sheet and
divided into 4 parts, and numbered 1 to 4. The children were
asked to number each word in the column as to the part it
came in, looking at its first letter. One minute was allowed
and the item was given credit if all the words were numbered
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correctly
.
Item 26 . The alphabet, was presented in reverse order,
I
with divisions of four parts. The words were to be numbered
as before, and the item was given credit if all the words
were correctly numbered.
Item 27 . This time the alphabet was divided into 3 parts
in forward order. The time and scoring v/ere the same as in
items 25 and 26.
Item 28 . The alphabet in reverse order was divided into
8 parts. The procedure, time, and scoring were the same as in
the preceding Items,
I tern 29
,
and Item 50 test the ability to correctly match
guide words with a series of words, some falling between the
guide words, and some Incorrect. The time was 3 minutes,
item 29 tested the ability to match 5 words and guide words,
and item 30 tested the ability to match 10 words and guide
words
.
Item 51 . Tested the ability to find certain word families
within words. The parts of words were flashed separately as
in items 9 and 10, and the children numbered the words. One
minute was allowed for each word element, and they were j e c
t
,
sci
,
val
,
and tain . The item was scored correct if 3 of the 5
were found and correctly numbered.
Item 52 . Two columns of phrases were to be matched in
one minute. Fourteen of the phrases matched. The examiner
told the children to look at each group of words in the first
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column carefully. They were to find a group in the second
column which looked just like it, and put its number in the
empty space after the group in the first column. The item
was given credit if all phrases were matched in the time
al lowed.
Item 55 . Tests the ability of the child to determine the
correct visual sequence of phrases in a story. The children
were told to examine the paragraph and then number the groups
of v/ords in the order in which they had been seen. The time
allowance was 2 minutes, and the item was given credit if all
the phrases were numbered correctly.
Item 54 and Item 55 test the visual memory of flashed
words. The ten words, chemica l, sprawl
,
vigil
,
zone
,
apologies
,
descendant
,
encounter
,
nitrogen
,
violent
,
and
racket
,
were flashed. The words v/ere chosen to give many
different combinations of vov^els and consonants. The test
sheet was covered during the exposure of the flash cards .
Then the children v/ere told to look at the group of words and
check those which they thought they had just seen. The time
for marking was 1 minute. Item 54 required 5 words to be
seen and item 55 required the 10 to be seen.
Items 56
,
57
,
58
,
and ^ were a proof reading test. The
children looked at each paragraph and circled in the second
one everything which looked different from the first. There
were 20 possibilities for errors to be found. Item 56 was
given credit if 5 errors were found, item 57 if 10 errors
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were found. Item 38 if 15 errors were found, and item 39 if
20 errors were found.
Administration of the Test
More than 200 children of grades 4, 5, and 6 in the city
of Salem, Massachusetts were chosen from schools giving a
cross section of the city’s population. Only children who
could satisfy passing standards on the Massachusetts Vision
Test were considered in the final collection of data, to rule
out the chance of a physical eye disability. The classroom
teachers were asked to administer the Durrell-Sullivan Reading
Capacity and Achievement Tests and spelling test. The writer
administered her own test to keep the variable of time ex-
posure constant throughout the experiment. All tests v/ere
scored by the writer.
The study, therefore, consisted of the construction of a
measure, satisfying the objectives set forth by the writer,
and administration of the measure for purposes of determining
its reliability and validity. The relationship of this factor
of visual discrimination, supposedly investigated by the
present study, was compared with each of the following:
reading achievement, mental capacity as measured by under-
standing of spoken language, and spelling criteria.
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CHAPTER IV
/ANALYSIS OF DATA
TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OF 39 ITEPvB OF
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TEST
Items
% Passing
Upper (Quarter
% Passing
Lower Quarter
Diff .
j7
/o
S.E.
Diff. C .R.
1. 91 70 21 .079 2.531
2 . 81 26 55 .085 6.470
3. 96 38 58 .076 7.631
4. 70 19 51 .088 5.795
5. 19 2 17 .060 2.833
6 . 91 47 44 .084 5.238
7. 55 17 38 .091 4.175
8 . 74 43 31 .096 3.229
9. 64 21 43 .091 4.725
10. 55 21 34 .093 3.655
11. 98 40 58 .074 7.837
12. 81 36 45 .090 5.000
13. 64 4 60 .075 8.000
14. 40 2 38 .074 5.135
15. 96 15 81 .059 13.728
16. 68 6 62 .076 8.157
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Table I Cont’d
I terns
% Passing
Upper C^uarter
% Passing
Lower 'Quarter
Dlff
.
%
S.E.
Diff
.
C .R.
17. 49 4 45 .078 5.769
18. 26 2 24 .067 3 . 582
19. 19 2 17 .060 2.833
20. 79 13 66 .076 8.6B4
21. 60 6 54 .078 6.917
22. 45 2 43 .075 5.733
23. 23 2 21 • 064 3.281
24. 11 2 9 .050 1.800
25. 89 21 68 .074 9.189
26. 81 11 70 .073 9.509
27. 91 15 76 • 066 11.515
28. 85 11 74 .069 10.724
29. 85 23 62 .080 7.750
30. 51 6 45 .080 5.625
31. 45 17 28 .091 3.076
32. 72 15 57 .083 6.867
33. 85 19 66 .077 8.571
34. 94 62 32 .079 4.051
35. 49 4 45 .078 5.769
36. 96 60 38 .074 5.135
37. 87 15 72 .071 10.140
38. 40 4 36 .076 4.736
39. 6 2 4 .040 1.000
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Table I Is an analysis of the items which constitute the
body of this study* This analysis is an attempt at establish-
ing validity for the visual discrimination test by reporting
with what level of confidence the difference between the two
groups may be regarded. The standard error for each percentage
1
was taken from Edgerton's tables.
All the items discriminate in favor of the superior group,
Item 1, matching words shows such a slight discrimination be-
tween the groups that It should be revised. The following
items were apparently extremely difficult for the inferior
group, and should be rewritten before being Incluaed in the
test battery.
Item 5 Flashed matching of capital letters
Item 14 Number 20 words by the first letter
Item 16 Number 8 words by first 2 letters
Item 17 Number 12 words by the first 2 letters
Item 18 Niimber 12 words by the first 2 letters
Item 19 Number 20 words by the first 2 letters
Item 21 Number 8 words by the first 3 letters
Item 22 Number 12 words by the first 3 letters
Item 23 Number 16 words by the first 3 letters
Item 24 Number 20 words by the first 3 letters
Item 30 Matching 10 guide words
^Edgerton, "Table of Standard Errors and Probable Errors
of Percentages for Varying Number of Cases," Journal of
Applied Psychology
, 10, (Sept. 1926) pp. 378-391,
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Item 35 Recognition of 10 flashed words
Item 38 Finding 15 errors in proof reading test
Item 39 Finding 20 errors in proof reading test.
Assuming a critical ratio of 2.576 to be a true level of
significance for this test, the only items in v/hich the chance
of a true difference is too slight are;
Item 1' Matching words
Item 24 Number 20 words by the first 3 letters
Item 39 Finding 20 errors in the proof reading test
The remaining high critical ratios may be said to prove
the validity of this test by item analysis
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TABLE II
RELIABILIIY OF IHE TEST BY CORRELATION OF THE
ODD AND EVEN NUMBERED ITEMS
Mean
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Tab le II s hows the computation of the reliability of the
visual discrimination By the process of dividing the test
into two parts, Th-e Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of
Correlation was obtained and showed a coefficient of .85
between parts of tlrie test. The estimate of the reliability
of the entire test was obtained by use of the Spearman-
Bf'own Prophesy Formula, which shovi^ed the reliability to be
.92. This shows evidence of high reliability. The level
of significance of the correlation of the parts of the test
is statistically significant, being a critical ratio of
5.33
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tabl:i III
COMPARISON OF VISUAL DISCxRIMINATION
ILITti READING ACHIEVEMENT
' No. Cl
' Gases
t
f
Mean '
t
t
Stendard Deviation’
1
Correlation
Heading
Grade
t
t
' 177
r
f
I
5.9 »
t
f
t t
2.767 '
1
.60
Visual .
Tes t
!
I
’ 177
r
t
»
15.3 ’
1
!
t
2,316 ’
1
Table III shows the relationship between the visual
discrimination test and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achieve-
ment Test. The mean score on reading achievement was 5o9,
while the mean score on visual discrimination v;as 15.5. The
resulting relationship yielded the highest correlation of all
the factors to v/hich visual discrimination was compared,
being .60. The results seem to indicate that this measure
of visual discrimination is related primarily to reading
ability.
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TABIi: IV
COMPARISON 0? VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
A I® SPELLING
'No. of »
'cases '
t t
Mean 1
f
t
Standard Deviation
t
t
R
Spelling
Grade
t 1
? t
’ 167 ’
t !
5,7
1
t
t
1
2.97
t
t
1
t
.57
Visual
Score
I T r
1 1
» 167 »
! t
15 .7
1
t
»
t
2,28
f
t
»
1
Table IV shows the relationship between visual discrim-
ination and spelling which was the next highest correlation
yielded when comparing the visual scores with other factors
in this study. The mean spelling score corresponded to a
grade level of 5,7, and the mean visual score was 15.7 with a
correlation of ,57, It would appear that visual discrimina-
tion as tested by the instrument used is related next in im-
portance after reading achievement to spelling.
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TABLtJ V
RELATIONSHIP BETWEcN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION AND
!
THE BURR EIL -GULLIVAN READING CAPACITY TEST
1
' No. of
• Cases
1
f
t
t f
Mean ’ Standard Deviation ' R
1 »
Mental
Capac it
y
Age
1
’ 174
1
1
1
!
!
12.5 ’
T
t
2.51 ’ .39
t
Visual
Score
1
f
* 174
t
1
f
1
t
t
!
11.5 '
»
f
»
2.8 ’
1
Table V shows the relationship between the visual dis -
crimination test and the Durre 11 -Sullivan Reading Capacity-
Test. The mean capacity age was 12,5, iMnile the mean visual
score was 11.5, The resulting correlation of ,39 shows some
relationship between the visual factor which has been meas-
ured in this study and mental capacity as taken to be the
capacity to understand the spoken language. This relation-
ship is slight when compared to the much higher relationship
of visual scores and reading achievement. It may be assumed
then that the visual factor measured is more related to
reading achievement than mental ability.
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TABLK VI
COi\lPARISON OF VISUAL DISCRIMINATION AND
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE
1 t
' No . of '
* Cases ’
Mean
t
I
t
Standard Deviation
1
’ R
»
C. A.
1 t
» 178 »
t t
11.0
t
1
f
8,57
!
’
.18
1
Visual
S c ore
t »
1 1
' 178 ’
1 f
16
1
t
1
t
2.2
1
f
t
1
Table VI shows the relationship between visual discrim-
ination and chronological age. The mean chronological age
of the 178 cases was 11.0, while the mean visual score was
16, The resulting correlation of ,18 shows a negligible
relationship between the two factors. It is assumed, therefor,
that the visual factor tested is not related to maturation
to any marked degree, I
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CHAPTER V
SUM'ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purposes of the study were twofold: to build a valid
and reliable test of visual discrimination to be used at the
intermediate grade level for discovering those cMldrenwho
needed remedial work in visual training; and to determine in
so far as possible from the sampling used, whether the factor
of visual dl scrimination which was tested was a factor of
reading achievement, of spelling achievement, a mental ability
or mere.ly maturation.
The visual discrimination test was constructed to measure
the follov/ing objectives :
1, Ability to discriminate between similar words, dig-
its, nonsense syllables, and capital letters.
2, Ability to discriminate between flashed words, digits
nonsense syllables, and capital letters.
3, Finding words with like prefixes and suffixes.
4, Number words alphabetically by one, two and three
letters
.
5, Sorting words alphabetically both in the forward and
reverse order of the alphabet,
6, Matching words with guide words.
7, Finding the same word family in words,
8, Matching phrases.
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9,
Recognizing the sequence of phrases in a paragraph.
10. Visual memory of flashed words.
11, Finding the errors in a paragraph when the correct
copy is present.
The test was administered by the writer to more than
200 children in grades four, five and six in a large, indus-
trial city of over thirty thousand population* The children
with eye defects as discovered by the school system’s use of
the Massachusetts Vision Test were excluded from the final
da ta
.
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity, Reading Achieve-
ment and Spelling Tests, Intermediate Form '*B” were admin-
istered by the classroom teachers and scored by the author*
It was discovered that the reliability of the test was
high, being, 92, and the validity of the test was proved in all
but the following items: measuring the discrimination of words,
numbering of twenty words alphabetically by the first three
letters, and finding tv/enty errors in the proof reading test.
These items had critical ratios not statistically significant.
All the other items had highly significant critical ratios and
showed a favorable difference between the superior and in-
ferior groups
.
one fusions
lo This factor which has been tested is primarily related
to reading achievement, with some dependence on mental age.
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and little or no relationship to maturation,
2. The test proved to be both valid and reliable, w
minor exceptions
.
3. In the sample used the test seemed to screen out
those pupils in need of visual training.
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CHAPTER VI
SUGC^ESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESFARCH
The following suggestions for further research have come
to the writer's attention as being limitations of the study-
presented:
1. Administration of the visual discrimination test to
a larger number of children, of a wider sample of school pop-
ulation, at each grade level, 4, 5, and 6, and further deter-
mination of the difference between the inferior and superior
group on test items.
2, Refinement and readministration of the instrument
for the purpose of establishing norms.
5.
A comparison of parts of the test with reading
achievement, spelling, and mental capacity.
4. A comparison of sub parts of the test with the whole
test
.
5. Establishment of the difficulty of the individual
items at each grade level of 4, 5, and 6, which may prove that
all the skills included are not applicable to all grades.
6. Lengthening of the areas being tested to make the
instrLiment more diagnostic in nature.
7. Conduct an experiment, giving training in visual
discrim.ination, and test the results by the use of two form.s
of a similar test to the one presented in this study.
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APPENDIX

An Analysis
of
Visual Discrimination
by Edna S. Newell
Name School
Grade Raw Score
Matching
Words
Digits
Nonsense
Capitals
Flashed Hatching
Words
Digits
Nonsense
Capitals
Prefixes
Suffixes
Number Alphabetically
1st letter
2 letters
3 letters
Sorting Alphabetically
4 parts
4 parts
reversed
8 parts
8 parts
reversed
Guide Words
Word Families
Matching Phra.se
s
Numb . Phras e s
VTord Recognition
Proof Reading
Total
C -
Ji
f- f
riA
lo
r~!r .1:
r; M ?.
'xO
("5
illior.'s'l
' 3 i>l
- r;
-ii •^ •; r
a-c -.
•
-1
jgX c
' J
-Matching
1* sophisticate
2. hatch
sophisticated sophisticate sophistic sophisti-
cation
match hatch latch batch
3» gregarious gregariously gregorian gregarious grenadier
4, sorcerer sordid sorceress sorcerer sorcer
5. tubercular tuberculate tuberculin tuberculoid tubercular
6. 9 6 5 2 9627 26 9 5 '9265 9652
7. 1 0 3 8 2 1 0 3 3 8 1 3 0 8 2 10382 10 3 8 1
8. 7 4 4 6 2 7 4 2 6 4 7 4 4 6 2 7 4 4 6 4 7 6 4 4 2
90 6 5 1 1 0 365011 3 6 5 010 36511 0 3 6 5 7 10
10. 9 9 8 4 2 3 9 9 8 4 2 1 9 9 8 4 2 8 9 9 8 4 3 2 9 9 8 4 23
11. garl gart gral garl gaarl
12. trurt trirt trut trurat trurt
13* pniz priz pnis pniz phiz
l4i fnosk fask frosk fnosk fosk
15 . curn cirn cunr «-ar-n curn
•
16. AZLN AZNL AZLM AZLN AZHL
17* TRUAK TRUAH TRUAK TURAK TAURK
IS. FNMNA FNMM FNMK FNHIJP FNMNA
- 19. QPR030 QPR05Q, QPR050 QRPOSO QRR03Q
20. IHHILK IHhIKL IHHILL IHHILK HIHIIL
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sl/lq 3lnq atnq sltq sinq aCI
' V 3laol alaorfl ilao*!! ia Bl ^Bonl #4X
n-tuo tnx/o n*tlo nii/o
uIHSA PUSA mSA XASA MJSA .8X
:2iHUAT 3UHUT XAUHT liAORT
v
immn
XMJOT ,VI
}iWl-m'3 Atom .ex
s^cOHH^ oeo<uij) baoH^
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.oaoH<ip oaoHw ,?x
JIIHIH )iJIKHI ' JJIHHI
4 i JDIl.JiI .'UIHRZ .OS
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Flashed Matching
1 . mantel miantis ttantle mant ila
2 . comedy comet comely comedian
3. agglutinin agglutinative agglut inant agglutinate
clarity clarify clary clarinet
5 . kilogram kilocycle kiloliter kilometer
6 . 2 0 3 9 2037 2309 2033
7. 4 1 2 8 5 iJ- 1 2 8 8 4 2 18 5 4 12 8 3
8. 3 6 0 9 3 36039 36099 30639
9. 5 1 5 2 9 7 5 15 2 5 9 51529 9 5 1 5 2 9 5
10. 1801 4 1 18 0 11 4 1 8 0 1 it 4 18 0 14 0
11. grilk grulk gulrk grutk
12. tond tant tend tont
13. plir pier plim ptir
l4 . frest fers fres ferst
15 . chard chirp charp charb
16. KMNL MKNL MNKL MLN
17. PBRBD PBRDB PBRBB PBRRD
18 . IKHIL IKHLL IKKKL IKHLH
19. QPORQ.Q QPOROQi QSPRCQ Q,P0RQQ
20 . STQRSP STQRRS STQRSR STQRSS
»
page 2
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Prefixes and Suffixes
delicious ( ) uhcanny ( )
thoughtfully ( ) nonsense ( )
adoreable ( ) deserve ( )
generous ( ) permit .( )
fadeless ( ) disguise ( )
gratefully ( ) nominate ( )
woundrous ( ) dispatch ( )
phosphorus ( ) upheaval ( )
arrival ( ) persuade ( )
peacefully ( ) disaster ( )
valueless ( ) unknit ( )
miraculous ( ) disembarked ( )
disputable ( ) nondescript ( )
fruitless ( ) pewter ( )
serious ( ) unfit ( )
mournfully (
*
) perceive ( )
miraculous ( ) disagreeable ( )
permitable ( . ) unstable ( )
instantly ( ) percussion ( )
doubtless ( ) uncomm.on ( )
placidly ( ) normal ( )
disagreeable ( ) discordant ( )
immediately ( ) peruse ( )
unpalatable ( ) undertaking ( )
senseless ( ) unoccupied ( )
Page 3
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Number thfese columns of x^^ords alphabetically;
1st letter l^-st tx^^o letters 1st three letters
vulgar ( ) gilded ( ) alternate ( >
irregular ( leopard ( ) rural ( )
genuine ( ) principal ( ) conceal ( )
fadeless ( ) believe ( ) meekly ( )
astonishment ( ) volcano ( ) alien ( )
thrill ( ) grotesque ( ) meagre ( )
bustled ( ) • pedestrian ( ) rustling ( )
megaphone ( ) buoyant ( ) Xddsdom ( )
organize ( ) paraffin ( ) competent ( )
seclusion ( ) variety ( ) mi^lcine { )
damage 1 ) lance ( ) xr/izard ( )
proj ect t ) velocity ( ) allegiance ( )
combine ( ) blast ( ) rummage ( )
negative ( ) locality ( ) colt i )
kneads ( ) gnash ( ) x^dched ( )
examine ( ) luscious ( ) couch ( )
rogwe ( ) vicinity ( ) almond ( )
hither ( ) borrox\»’ ( ) ruby ( )
x^'affle ( ) porcupine ( ) memorial ( )
lye ( ) gentian ( ) wierd ( )
page 4

Number these x\^ords as to the part of the alphabet in which they
occur.
abcdef/ghijklm/nopqrst/uvwxyz
1 . 2 . 3. 4.
yelp ( )
deceive ( )
compact ( )
kimono ( )
jiffy ( )
turmoil ( )
nationality ( )
we ight ( )
pause ( )
loitered ( )
bicycle ( )
hauled ( )
glacier ( )
staunch ( )
magnify ( )
zyxwuvt / srqponm/lkj ih / gf edcba
1 .
unoccupied
memory
terrace
bluster
juvenile
cactus
romance
2 .
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
3. 4.
politics ( )
gazed ( )
yuletide ( )
exact ( )
distinguish ( )
hounds ( )
lofty ( )
vowel
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abcd/efc/hij/klin/nop/qrst/uvw/x5'‘z
1 . 3. 5. 6. ; • 7. *
defiantly ( )
W oyster ( )
rheumatism ( )
vrench ( )
helmet ( )
mandolin ( )
coupon ( )
locust ( )
accuse ( )
glimpse ( )
unaccustomed ( )
smooth ( )
jonquil ( )
ermine ( )
yacht ( )
z y X w / V u t / s r q / p 0 n / m 1 kj/ihg/fe d. / c b a
1. 2. 3. 5. 6. 7. . 8.
astonishment ( ) prairie ( )
dose ( ) razor ( )
jauntily (\ ) emerged ( )
velcome ( ) nonsense ( )
castenet ( ) wafer ( )
hatchet ( ) surveyor ( )
utensil ( ) obedient ( )
fountain ( )
page 6
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Hatching G-uide VTords
Sample: ( ) bacon - beyond 1. badge 2. bureau 3 ‘behave
( ) matter - meantime 1. brilliant
( ) wormhole - write 2. horizontally
( ) custodian cylinder 3. mattress
( ) vitamin ~ volley h. cylindrical
( ) breeder - brine 5. homespun
( ) antiseptic - apiary 6
.
wres-th
( ) teller - tendon 7. cylinder
( ) hombre honeybee 8. brandishing
( ) movie - multiplication 9. anxious
( ) senselessly - sequester 10. tenant
11. sentence
12. mucilage
13. volcano
1h'. mosaic
page 7

Number these words according; to the family to which they belong
nat (1.) ject (2, ) sci (3.) val (^.) tain ( 5 .)
obtainable ( ) delicious ( )
consciousness ( ) obtain ( )
fountain ( ) naturalist ( )
alternate ( ) container ( )
objective ( ) cavalcade ( )
cavalier ( ) festivals ( )
nat j ve ( ) fascinated ( )
arrival ( ) project ( )
immortal ( ) nationalj.ty ( )
fas(;inated ( ) artificial ( )
hasty ( ) conjecture '( )
contain ( )
eliminate ( )
object ( )
naval ( )
uncertain ( )
national { )
valueless ( )
jest ( )
affectionate ( )
stain ( )
Page 8

Hatching Phi’ases
made a fire ( )
heaved a log ( )
hard vork ( )
which you will know ( )
climbed over a fence ( )
until they backed awaj'’ ( )
cans are dangerous ( )
born blind and deaf ( )
became a fine musician ( )
try this experimenting ( )
abandon the narrow is] es ( )
shifted the fatal lever ( )
a nondescript livelihood ( )
is a thrifty wizard ( )
(1
.
) ‘'^^^ndon the charming isles
(2.) try this experimenting
(3 •) shifted the fatal lever
(4,)which you will know
(5»)t)ecame a fine musician
(6.) shifted the fatal ledge
(7»)raakc a fire
(8.)a naturalist livelihood
(9*) cans are dangerous
(10.) abandon the narrow isles
(11.) born blind and deaf
(12.) made a fire
(13*) is a thrifty wizard
(l^.)until they ba.cked away
(;^0 heaved a log
(I6.) climbed over a fence
( 17 • ) hard work
(18. )a nondescript livelihood
Page 9
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Numbering Phrases According to Their Sequence in a Paragraph:
Motor cars are one of the final methods of transportation to
appear in the northwest section of the country. One can immedi-
ately understand the reason. Automobiles reauire roads over which
to travel, and roads are not easily constructed through mountains
and over ravines and snow covered lands. Roads are difficult to
build v.diere the climate is so very frigid many months of the year.
Then, too, people used a variety of other ways of travel which
they could easil3' provide, so that cars and good roads were not
essential.
( ) is so very frigid
( ) through mountains and over ravines
( ) understand the reason
( ) which they could easily provide
( ) one of the final methods
Flashed Words
chemical ( )
vivid ( )
sprawl ( ( )
vigil ( )
apprentice ( )
zone ( )
apologies ( )
descendant ( )
chamois ( )
spaniel ( )
And Recognition
encounter ( )
aesperation ( )
nitrogen ( )
violent ( )
racket ( )
xiam
proofreading
You may vender why liquid evaporates more quickly on a warm
day than on one that is cold. Heat causes water to evaporate more
rapidly. Warm air can hold more evaporated water or water vapor
than cold air can. VJhen the air becomes cool again, it cannot
contain all its moisture. Some of it descends to the eatth as a
deposit of rain or snow. VJhen warm air cools, it contracts and
pushes some of its moisture down, vre say that the vapor conden-
ses into rain, snow, hail, or clouds.
You may wondor why liquid evaperates more quick on a warm
day than on one tha.t is old. heat causes water to evaporate more
raiDidly. Warm Air can hold more evaporated watir or we.ter vapor
than cold air can. *;Jhen the air become cool a.gain, it cannot
contane all its moistere. Some of it desends to the ea.rth as a
deposits of rain or snow^. ^/Jlien Warm air cool, it contrakts and
pushes some of its Moisture down, we say that the vaper condens-
ess into rain, snow^ hail, or cloud.
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DURRELL-SULLIVAN
READING CAPACITY AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORMS A AND B
For Grades 3 to 6
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING
Description of the Tests
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test,
Intermediate Test, is a part of the series published
as the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achieve-
ment Tests. The tests of the series are as follows ;
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test (Hearing
Comprehension). The Intermediate Test for Grades
3-6 measures comprehension of spoken language and
is composed of two sub-tests, one involving Word
Meaning and the other Paragraph Meaning.^
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test. The
Intermediate Test to which these directions apply, for
Grades 3-6, is available in two equivalent, forms
:
Form A and Form B. This test consists of four tests
as follows :
Test 1. Word Meaning. This test closely parallels
the Word Meaning test of the Reading Capacity
Test. It is multiple choice in form, and contains
seventy-five items. ^
Test 2. Paragraph Meaning. This test consists of
twelve paragraphs, graded in difficulty, which
parallel closely the Paragraph Meaning Test of
.
the Reading Capacity Test, Comprehension of
each paragraph read by the pupil is measured by
five multiple-choice questions which measure five
different aspects of reading ability.
Test 3. Spelling. This test is optional, and is to
be given at the discretion of the examiner.
Twenty words are presented for each grade
^ level.
Test If.. Written Recall. This test is optional.
The child reads a paragraph suited to his grade
1 For a more extensive description of the Reading Capacity Test see the
Directions for Administering and Scoring the Reading Capacity Test or the
Manual for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.
level, and writes from memory a summary of
what he has read. This test is particularly
valuable if the group tests are to be followed by
full individual testing.
Durrell-Sullivan Primary Reading Capacity and
Achievement Test. This test for Grades 2®^^ includes
in one booklet the easier material of the Intermediate
Capacity and Achievement Tests and provides a more
usable test for the lower grades.
(For further information concerning the construc-
tion and standardization of these tests see the Manual
for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.)
The testing situation. The test should be given
in a room where a quiet atmosphere prevails both
within and without. It should be administered as
though it were an interesting lesson, with no pre-
liminary counsel by the teacher or the examiner.
The examiner. To obtain reliable results, the
examiner should be entirely familiar with the Manual
before administering any of the tests. The wording
of the directions has been worked out with care and
the person administering the test should follow instruc-
tions exactly. It is intended that the directions shall
be precise enough so that all children will understand
exactly what they are to do. However, instructions
may be repeated if circumstances seem to make this
necessary.
Directions for Administering the
Reading Achievement Test
Time limits. Since speed of reading is not a factor
which is being measured by the tests which comprise
the Reading Achievement Test, time limits have been
included only to facilitate administration and these
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1937, 1945, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, psinied in u.s.a. C
2 Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test
are intentionally generous. These time limits are
as follows :
Required Tests
Test 1. Word Meaning 10 minutes
Test 2. Paragraph Meaning
. ^ minutes
Total time 30 minutes
Optional Tests
Test 3. Spelling ... Approximately 5 minutes
Test 4. Written Recall
Grade 3, Para. 1 Reading time about 3 minutes
Grade 4, Para. 2 Reading time about 4 minutes
Both grades . . Writing time about 5 minutes
Total time . . Approximately 15 minutes
If the Optional Tests are given, they should be
administered at a second sitting in order to avoid
fatigue.
Filling out the title page. Before handing out the
test papers, see that each child has a pencil and that
there are extra pencils available in the room in case
a child breaks his lead. When the test booklets have
been distributed and the children are ready to take
the test, say : “This book contains some exercises
for you to do. Do not write on it or open it imtil I
tell you to do so.”
Examiner, holding the test booklet up, points to the
blank spaces, saying : “Fill in these blank spaces as
quickly as you can. Remember to write plainly. On
the first line, where it says ‘Name,’ write yom name.
On the next line, after the word ‘Age,’ put how old you
are. Now write in the other spaces what is asked
for.” Guide the pupils, if necessary, so that correct
entries are made for grade, teacher’s name, etc.
Allow a reasonable time for filling in the spaces.
“Now, listen carefully and do just as I tell you.
You must not ask questions after we begin. If your
pencil should break, raise your hand and I will give
you another.
“Now open your booklet to page 2 and fold the
page back, like this.” (The examiner should demon-
strate how to do this.)
Required Tests
TEST 1. WORD MEANING
“Look at the sample at the top of this page.
“I shall read the sample to you
:
“An apple is a kind of—
1. paint 2. metal 3. animal 4. fruit 5. chair
“Which answer is correct ?
“Yes, ‘fruit’ is correct. So a heavy black pencil
mark has been made between the two dotted lines
under number 4 at the right.” (Examiner points
to the place.)
“Now read the next sample to yourself. See if
you can mark the correct answer.
“How many put a heavy black mark in the second
answer space? Nvimber 2 is the correct answer.
“There is one more sample left.
“See if everyone can choose the correct ntunber this
time.” (Pause.) “Number 6 is the correct answer. '
“You do all other lines in this test just as you did
the samples. Do as many as you can. When you
come to the end of this page, turn right over and go on
to the next page.” (Demonstrate.) “When you
finish it, turn the page to page 4, fold it back (demon-
strate), and do it too. There are three pages to do.
“When you are through, put your pencil down and
wait for directions.
“Ready — Go.”
Make a note, immediately, of the time, in writing.
At the end of exactly 10 minutes say : “Stop. Turn
over your books to Test 2.”
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
“Put your pencils on this little story at the top of
this page.” (Examiner points to sample story.)
“You are going to read it to yourself. When you
are through, I am going to ask you to answer some
questions about the story. Ready— Read to your-
self. When you are through, raise your hand.”
When all have finished, say :
“Put your pencil on Question A under the story.’^
(Examiner demonstrates on her copy.)
“Question A says, ‘What did Helen and her brother
do?’ Which number tells the right answer?”
(Pause.) “Yes, 2 is right.
“So the space between the dotted lines imder
number 2 has been filled in.” (Indicate.)
“Put your pencil on Question B.” (Indicate.)
“Read it. What is the correct answer in the story?
Yes, 3 is correct; so you put a heavy black mark
between the dotted lines imder number 3.”
See that the children understand and are recording
the answers correctly. Assist those who need help. ^
“All ready. We will try to see if everyone cai£
_
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mark the next question correctly.
“Put your pencil on Question C.” (Indicate.)
“Read it. Put the answer in the right place.”
(Pause.) “Who marked the dotted lines imder 6?
Number 5 is right.
“You do exactly the same tiling with the other
stories in this book. There are six pages to this test
;
V
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it goes over to pages 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.” (Show.^
“Do as many stories as you can. When you finish
each page, turn right over to the next. Keep right on
until I tell you to stop. Ready— Go.”
Note the time, immediately, in writing. At the end
of exactly 20 minutes say : “Stop. Close your books
and turn them over so that the title page is on top.”
See that the tests are collected immediately.
Optional Tests
If the Optional Tests are given, it is necessary to
provide a separate sheet of paper ruled on both sides.
Distribute these sheets and have each pupil write his
name at the top of the sheet. Do not redistribute the
test papers until Instructed in the directions to follow.
TEST 3. SPELLING
Say : “You are going to write some spelling words
on this paper. First number the lines from 1 to 20,
like this.” (Illustrate on the blackboard the method
of numbering.)
“I am going to read a word. Then I shall read a
sentence with the word in it, and afterward I shall
read the word again. You are to write the words on
the numbered lines on your paper. Write as care-
fully as you can.”
(Be sure to use words for Form A or Form B —
whichever is being administered.)
FORM A
“The first word is ‘sweet,’ ” (Read the sentence
;ontaining the word and repeat the word.)
Grade 3
sweet
dinner
brother
yard
many
very
would
because
floor
wash
begins here.
Sugar makes our food taste sweet.
We had vegetables for dinner.
His brother is in my class.
They are playing in the yard.
How many were there?
They are very happy now.
Would you like to go to the city?
He did it because he was told to.
The floor has just been swept.
Did the kitten wash its face?
Grade 4 begins
leave
afternoon
thought
wear
pound
early
page
teeth
push
stairs
here.
What time will you leave schocJl?
The ball game is in the afternoon.
I thought I heard him come in.
We wear warm clothes in winter.
He brought home a pound of butter.
You may get up early if you wish to go.
The story begins on page four.
He is having his teeth cleaned.
Push the carriage over here.
There are twenty stairs to climb.
Grade 3 ends here.
Grade 5 begins
clothing
market
weather
young
friend
happened
fixed
station
explain
promise
here.
The Indians made clothing of skins.
He bought his meat at the market.
It looks as if we should have fair weather.
The young birds are in the nest.
His friend will meet him at the train.
It happened at nine o’clock.
She fixed the rope so it would not break.
1 hey are going to the station.
Please explain how you did it.
Do not make a profliise unless you intend
to keep it.
Grade 4 ends here.
here.
It is possible to do it faster by machine.
The gasoline tank is in the rear.
We expected you at eight o’clock.
Where could it disappear to?
I believe you did the best you could.
Encourage him to do better work.
The bank contained five dollars.
He is going into his father’s business.
He was not satisfied with the result.
The dog is a faithful companion.
Grade 5 ends here.
This is an expensive book.
The announcement came this morning.
He succeeded in climbing to the top.
Where did you purchase your racket?
The convention was held in Boston.
I will authorize you to get it for me.
He had a peculiar disposition.
There were some mysterious noises outside.
The box was damaged when it arrived.
The postman delivers mail here regularly.
Grade 6 ends here.
FORM B
“The first word is ‘rubber.’” (Read the sentence
containing the word and repeat the word.)
Grade 3 begins here,
rubber The eraser is made of rubber.
forgot She forgot to bring her book to school.
smoke There was heavy smoke coming from the
chimney.
cloth What pretty cloth is in your dress !
finger The ring fits her little finger.
between The teacher walked between the rows of chairs.
highest The church was the highest building in the town.
know Did you know he was coming ?
everybody Everybody in the class was present that day.
build The boys are going to build a cabin.
Grade 4 begins here.
heavy That is a very heavy box.
changed He changed his coat.
answer Have you the correct answer?
vacation We have a vacation in the summer.
Grade 6 begins
machine
gasoline
expected
disappear
believe
encourage
contained
business
satisfied
faithful
expensive
announcement
succeeded
purchase
convention
authorize
peculiar
mysterious
damaged
regularly
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sudden He took a sudden fall.
kitchen Put it in the kitchen.
tongue The cat has a rough tongue.
caught The police caught the robber.
beautiful See the beautiful sunset
!
question I asked him a question.
Grade 3 ends here.
Grade 5 begins here.
notice
injured
receive
easier
library
telegraph
except
accident
eastern
magazine
I did not notice him come in.
He was injured in a football game.
When did you receive my letter
This example is easier than the other.
Did you get this book at the library?
He left the note at the telegraph office.
They all went except Mary.
She has been in an accident.
John lives on the eastern coast.
Did you read the story in the magazine?
Grade 4 ^nds here.
Grade 6 begins
condition
strength
comfortable
circle
arrange
require
honor
value
notify
enemy
here.
The floors were in poor condition.
Lions have great strength.
The room was warm and comfortable.
Stand in the center of the circle.
Please arrange the books on the shelf.
How much cloth does your dress require?
The king bestowed a high honor on him.
What is the value of the land
They will notify you when your suit comes.
He was fighting on the side of the enemy.
Grade ^ ends here.
eighth
necessary
especially
practice
intelligent
orchestra
obedient
request
immediate
neighbors
Mary is in the eighth grade.
Such noise is not necessary.
The play was done especially well.
He has gone to practice on the team.
The horse is an intelligent animal.
He played a violin in the orchestra.
John is a very obedient boy.
Please request them to be more quiet.
He is in no immediate danger.
Who are your new neighbors?
Grade 6 ends here.
TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL
Redistribute the test booklets. Since no marks
are to be made on the test papers themselves, it is not
necessary to return the papers to the same children
whose names appear on the title page. Say
:
“I am returning the test books containing Tests 1
and 2 which you have already taken. Leave the
test book flat on your desk with the title page on top
until you are told what to do. You must not, under
any circumstances, open the test book.”
If the papers have been handed out at random, say :
“You may not have received your own paper. This
does not matter because you will not be asked to make
any marks on the test books themselves.
“Now tiun the book over to the back page. You
are to read Paragraph II” (Paragraph I in Grade 3)
“on this page.” (Indicate the paragraph.) “Read
carefully so that you will remember everything it says.
Be sure you read Paragraph II” (or I in Grade 3).
“When you have read it through carefully, just ONCE,
turn your book over so that the front page is on top
and wait for directions.”
Allow 3 minutes’ reading time for Paragraph I
;
allow 4 minutes’ reading time for Paragraph II.
“Now turn over the sheet of paper on which you
wrote yom spelling words. Write everything you can
remember about the paragraph you have just read.”
At the end of 5 minutes say : “Stop. Do not write
any more.”
Collect the test booklets first and then the separate
sheets of paper.
Directions for Scoring
General directions. The need for accuracy in
the scoring of objective tests cannot be overempha-
sized. All scoring should be checked, and if the test
results are to be used for individual guidance it is well
to check them a third time.
It is advisable to break up the scoring into two
or more processes, depending upon the length of the
test. Each operation should be made as mechanical
as possible. The most .efficient scoring is done when
the process becomes very nearly automatic.
Specific directions. Sub-tests 1 and 2 of the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test are scored
by means of a scoring arrangement which does away
with the necessity of the scorer marking each item
right or wrong.
1. Test 1 should be scored as one operation for all papers,
and Test 2 scored as a second and entirely separate
operation.
2. Divide the Key along the heavy line marked “ Cut here.”
3. If any items are found to be double-marked, these
should be crossed out with a colored pencil so that
credit will not be given for a possible correct answer.
4. Open the test booklet to pages 2-3. Superimpose
the Key for page 2 on the page 2 answer spaces, so
that the heavy black arrow in the center of the testj
page shows through the large opening in the center*
of the Key column, and the two arrows on the test'
booklet and Key are point to point, as illustrated:
Adjust the Key with a slight rotary
motion, so that the answer spaces on the test paper
show through the spaces in the Key.
5. Count the number of correct responses — i.e., the
responses which appear through the openings — and.
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holding this in mind, slip the Key to the right so
that the Key for page 3 is superimposed on the answer
spaces for page 3. Continue the count of number
right for page 3. Repeat this process for page 4, and
record the score for Test 1 at the bottom of page 4.
6. After all the papers have been scored for Test 1,
lay aside the Key for Test 1 and take the Key for
Test 2. Place the entire pile of tests in a convenient
position, adjust the Key for page 5, and proceed in
exactly the same way as before.
7. The papers should be rescored, preferably by a second
person, to insure accuracy.
8. Transfer the scores for Test 1 and Test 2 to the title
page, and add these scores together to obtain the
total score.
No key is required for scoring Test 3, Spelling, since
the spelling list itself can be used as a key. The score-
for each grade is the number of words spelled correctly.
If a numerical score is desired for Test 4, Written
Recall, it can be obtained by counting the number
of ideas recalled in substantially correct form. As
an aid in scoring this test the ideas in the paragraphs
are listed below.
FORM A
I
1. Blackie was a
2. little kitten
3. One day a big dog
4. chased him
5. He became frightened
6. and ran up a tree
7. After he got high up
8. in the branches
9. he was afraid to come down
10. The little girl who owned him
11. came and stood beneath the tree
12. She called to Blackie
13. showed him his dish of milk
14. hoping he would want his supper
15. enough to come down
16. he would not come
17. Finally her father
18. called the fire chief
19. He sent a fireman
20. with a ladder
21. The man went up the tree
22. carried Blackie down
23. The little girl was happy
24. to have her kitten again
II
1. John could hardly wait
2. anxious to try the new canoe
3. received for his birthday
4. As soon as he finished breakfast
5. raced with his brother and sister
6. to the lake
7. They examined splendid new gift
8. John’s father
9. showed how to use paddles
10. told him to take brother and
sister
11. for a short ride
12. warned him not to go far from
shore
13. before thoroughly familiar
14. with new craft
15. All went smoothly
16. gradually John forgot caution
17. drifted farther from shore
18. Suddenly camegreatgustofwind
19. In a moment
20. lake was filled with heavy waves
21. John struggled
22. to keep canoe upright
23. Luckily they were not far
24. from a small island
25. He steered for this
26. reached the shore
27. just as a large wave
28. turned canoe upside down
29. Three children scrambled from
water
30. out onto island
31. justasanotherhugewavecamein
32. The boat floated away '
33. John feared
34. he had lost his precious gift
35. party in a little steamer
36. came to aid stranded children
37. rescued the canoe
38. which had blown a distance away
FORM B
I II
1. It was a thrilling experience
2. for Bill Todd
3. who as guest
4. of his Uncle John
5. was attending his first circus
6. They arrived early
7. Bill could walk about
8. see animals in their cages
9. visit side shows
10. About noon
11. Uncle John suggested they stop
12. at one of the booths for lunch
13. The circus grounds were fast
becoming thronged
14. Bill’s uncle advised him to
remain near
15. so he would not be lost in the
crowd
16. Seeing many people
17. at a near-by stall
18. Bill wedged his way ahead
19. to find out what the attraction
was
20. for several minutes
21. he gazed with awe
22. at a heavily bearded man
23. lifting great weights with his
teeth
24. Wanting to see the next attrac-
tion
25. Bill turned to rejoin his uncle
26. Suddenly he discovered
27. he was hemmed in on all sides
by strangers
28. Fear stole over him
29. he rushed through the crowd
30. trying to appear calm
31. he looked for a policeman
32. who could help him
33. A short distance away
34. near the main entrance
35. stood a kindly-faced officer
36. to whom he told his troubles
37. Following the instructions
38. of the policeman
39. Bill stayed near the booth
40. standing high above the crowd
41. on a platform
42. the policeman called
43. the name of Bill’s uncle
44. through a megaphone
45. Bill looked eagerly
46. Soon he saw a man hurry
forward
47. He recognized his uncle’s hat
48. shouted to attract his attention
49. both were relieved to have found
each other
50. Bill stayed close to his uncle
51. the rest of the day
Norms
Grade and age equivalents are given in Table 1,
Form A, and Table 2, Form B, for Tests 1 and 2 sepa-
rately and for their combined score. The grade or age
equivalent of this combined score may be considered
as the average reading achievement measure for pur-
1. Spot was a
2. little black and white puppy
3. He belonged to
4. Mary and Tom Jones
5. who lived on a chicken farm
6. in the country
7. hundreds of baby chickens
8. mother hens
9. roosters
10. on the farm
11. Spot loved
12. to chase baby chickens
13. Mr. Jones did not
14. want him to
15. it was not good
16. for little chickens
17. One day Spot was
18. racing after chickens
19. mother hen saw him
20. became angry
21. She flew at him
22. he started
23. to run away
24. before she could peck him
25. There was a
26. pan of water
27. standing near by
28. Spot did not see it
29. fell into it
30. in his haste
31. He came out dripping wet
32. It frightened him
33. cured him of chasing chickens
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TABLE 1. {FORM A) Grade and Age Equivalents Corresponding to Unit Increments in Score in the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test*
Reading Achi EVEMENT Test 1
WORD MEANING PARAGRAPH MEANING TOTAL SCORE
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
Equiv
Age
alent
Score
Grade
Equi\
Age
talent
Score
Grade
|
Age
- Equivalent
5 2.2 7-5 5 2.5 7-4 5 2.0 7-2 60 5.0 10-5
6 2.2 7-5 6 2.6 7-10 6 2.1 7-3 61 5.1 10-7
7 2.3 7-6 7 2.8 8-0 7 2.1 7-3 62 5.1 10-7
8 2.4 7-7 8 2.9 8-2 8 2.2 7-5 63 5.2 10-8
9 2.5 7-8 9 3.1 8-4 9 2.2 7-5 64 5.3 10-9
10 2.6 7-10 10 3.2 8-6 10 2.3 7-6 65 5.3 10-9
11 2.7 7-11 11 3.4 8-8 11 2.3 7-6 66 5.4 10-11
12 2.8 8-0 12 3.5 8-9 12 2.4 7-7 67 5.4 10-11
13 2.8 8-0 13 3.7 9-0 13 2.5 7-8 68 5.5 11-0
14 2.9 8-2 14 3.8 9-1 14 2.5 7-8 69 5.5 11-6
15 3.0 8-3 15 4.0 9^ 15 2.6 7-10 70 5.6 11-1
16 3.1 8^ 16 4.1 9-5 16 2.6 7-10 71 5.7 11-3
17 3.2 8-6 17 4.3 9-8 17 2.7 7-11 72 5.7 11-3
18 3.3 8-7 18 4.4 9-9 18 2.7 7-11 73 5.8 11-4
19 3.4 8-8 19 4.6 10-0 19 2.8 8-0 74 5.8 11-4
20 3.4 8-8 20 4.7 10-1 20 2.8 8-0 - 75 5.9 11-5
21 3.5 8-9 21 4.9 10-4 21 2.9 8-2 76 6.0 11-7
22 3.6 8-11 22 5.1 10-7 22 2.9 8-2 77 6.0 11-7
23 3.7 9-0 23 5.2 10-8 23 3.0 8-3 78 6.1 11-8
24 3.8 9-1 24 5.4 10-11 24 3.0 8-3 79 6.1 11-8
25 3.9 9-3 25 5.5 11-0 25 3.1 8^ 80 6.2 11-9
26 3.9 9-3 26 5.6 11-1 26 3.2 8-6 81 6.3 11-10
27 4.0 9-4 27 5.8 11-4 27 3.2 8-6 82 6.3 11-10
28 4.1 9-5 28 5.9 11-5 28 3.3 . 8-7 83 6.4 12-0
29 4.2 9-7 29 6.1 11-8 29 3.3 8-7 84 6.5 12-1
30 4.3 9-8 30 6.2 11-9 30 3.4 8-8 85 6.5 12-1
31 4.4 9-9 31 6.3 11-10 31 3.4 8-8 86 6.6 12-2
32 4.5 9-11 32 6.5 12-1 32 3.5 8-9 87 6.6 12-2
33 4.5 9-11 33 6.6 12-2 33 3.5 8-9 88 6.7 12-3
34 4.6 10-0 34 6.8 12^ 34 3.6 8-11 89 6.7 12-3
35 4.7 10-1 35 7.0* 12-7. 35 3.6 8-11 90 6.8 12^
36 4.8 10-3 36 7.1 12-8 36 3.7 9-0 91 6.9 12-6
37 4.9 10^ 37 7.2 12-9 37 3.8 9-1 92 7.0* 12-7
38 5.0 10-5 38 7.4 12-11 38 3.8 9-1 93 7.0 12-7
39 5.0 10^ 39 7.5 13-0 39 3.9 9-3 94 7.1 12-8
40 5.1 10-7 40 7.7 13-2 40 3.9 9-3 95 7.1 12-8
41 5.2 10-8 41 7.8 13-4 41 4.0 9-4 96 7.2 12-9
42 5.3 10-9 42 8.0 13-6 42 4.0 9-^ 97 7.3 12-10
43 5.4 10-11 43 8.1 13-7 43 4.1 9-5 98 7.3 12-10
44 5.5 11-0 44 8.2 13-8 44 4.1 9-5 99 7.4 12-11
45 5.6 11-1 45 8.4 13-10 45 4.2 9-7 100 7.5 13-0
46 5.6 11-1 46 8.5 13-11 46 4.3 9-8 101 7.5 13-0
47 5.7 11-3 47 8.6 14-0 47 4.3 9-8 102 7.6 13-1
48 5.8 11-4 48 8.8 14-3 48 4.4 9-9 103 7.7 13-2
49 5.9 11-5 49 8.9 14-4
.
49 4.4 9-9 104 7.7 13-2
50 6.0 11-7 50 9.1 14-6 50 4.5 9-11 105 7.8 13-4
51 6.1 11-8 51 9.2 14-7 51 4.5 9-11 106 7.9 13-5
52 6.2 11-9 52 9.4 14-9 52 4.6 10-0 107 7.9 13-5
53 6.3 11-10 53 9.5 14-10 53 4.6 10-0 108 8.0 13-6
54 6.4 12-0 54 9.7 15-0 54 4.7 10-1 109 8.1 13-7
55 6.6 12-2 55 9.8 15-1 55 4.7 10-1 no 8.1 13-7
56 6.7 12-3 56 9.9 15-2 56 4.8 10-3 111 8.2 13-8
57 6.8 12-4 57 10.1 15-4 57 4.9 10^ 112 8.3 13-9
58 6.9 12-6 58 10.2 15-5 58 4.9 10-4 113 8.4 13-10
59 7.1* 12-8 59 10.4 . 15-7 59 5.0 10-5 114 8.4 13-10
Equivalents beyond this point were obtained by extrapolation.
^ The age which has been assigned to any grade is the median age of children having the given grade placement. These age equivalents are based on a
large, unselected sampling of children taken from the United States as a whole, the data having been collected originally by the Office of Education.
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TABLE 2. {FORM B) Grade and Age Equivalents Corresponding to Unit Increments in Score in the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test’
Reading Achievement Test
WORD MEANING PARAGRAPH MEANING TOTAL SCORE
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
5 5 2.4 7-7 5 2.0 7-2 60 4.9 10-4
G 2.2 7-5 6 2.5 ' 7-8 6 2.0 7-2 61 5.0 10-5
7 2.2 7-5 7 2.6 7-10 7 2.0 . 7-2 62 5.1 10-7
8 2.3 7-6 8 2.8 8-0 8 2.1 7-3 63 5.2 10-8
9 2.4 7-7 9 2.9 8-2 9 2.1 7-3 64 5.2 10-8
10 2.4 7-7 10 3.0 8-3 10 2.2 7-5 65 5.3 10-9
11 2.5 7-8 11 3.1 8-4 11 2.2 7-5 (>6 5.3 10-9
12 2.6 7-10 12 3.2 8-6 12 2.3 7-6 67 5.4 10-11
13 2.7 7-11 13 3.3 8-7 13 2.3 7-6 68 5.5 11-0
14 2.8 8-0 14 3.4 8-8 14 2.4 7-7 69 5.6 11-1
15 2.9 8-2 15 / 3.5 8-9 15 2.4 7-7 70 5.7 11-3
16 3.0 8-3 16 3.7 9-0 16 2.5 7-8 71 5.8 11-4
17 3.1 8^ 17 3.9 9-3 17 2.5 7-8 72 5.9 11-5
18 3.2 8-6 18 4.0 9-4 18 2.6 7-10 73 5.9 11-5
19 3.^ 8-7 19 - 4.1 9-5 19 2.6 7-10 74 6.0 11-7
20 3.4 8-8 20 4.3 9-8 20 2.7 7-11 75 6.1 11-8
21 3.5 8-9 • 21 4.4 9-9 21 2.7 7-11 76 6.1 11-8
22 3.6 8-11 22 4.6 10-0 22 2.8 8-0 77 6.2 11-9
23 3.7 9-0 23 f 4.7 10-1 23 2.8 8-0 78 6.2 11-9
24 3.7 9-0 24 4.9 10-1 24 2.9 8-2 • 79 6.3 11-10
25 3.8 9-1 25 5.2 10-8 25 2.9 8-2 80 6.3 11-10
26 3f.9 9-3 26 5.3 10-9 26 3.0 8-3 81 6.4 12-0
27 4.0 9-4 27 5.5 11-0 27 3.0
,
8-3 82 6.5 12-1
28 4.1 9-5 28 5.7 11-3 28 3.1 8-4 83 6.5 12-1
29 4.2 9-7 29 5.9 11-5 29 3.1 8-4 84 6.6 12-2
30 4.3 9-8 *30 6.1 11-8 30 3.2 8-6 85 6.7 12-3
31 4.4 9-9 31 6.2 11-9 31 3.2 f 8—6 86 6,7 12-3
32 4.5 9-11 32 6.3 11-10 32 3.3 8-7 87 6.8 12-4
33 4.6 10-0 33 6.5 12-1 33 3.3 8-7 88 6.9 12-6
34 4.7 10-1 34 6.7 12-3 34 3.4 8-8 89 6.9 12-6
35 4.8 10-3 35 6.8 12-4 35 3.5 8-9 90 7.0* 12-7
36 4.9 10-4 36 7.0* 12-7 36 3.5 8-9 91 7.1 12-8
37 5.0 10-5 37 7.2 12-9 37 3.6 8-11 92 7.2 12-9
38 5.1 10-7 38 7.3 12-10 38 3.6 8-11 93 7.3 12-10
39 5.2 10-8 39 7.4 12-11 39 3.7 9-0 94 7.4 12-11
40 5.3 10-9 40 7.5 13-0 40 3.7 9-0 95 7.4 • 12-11
41 5.5 11-0 41 7.6 13-1 41 3.8 9-1 96 7.5 13-0
42 5.7 11-3 42 7.8 13-4 42 3.8 9-1 97 7.5 13-0
43 5.8 11^ 43 7.9 13-5 43 3.9 9-3 98 7.6 13-1
44 5.9 11-5 44 8.1 13-7 44 3.9 9-3 99 7.6 13-1
45 6.0 11-7 45 8.2 13-8 45 4.0 9-4 100 7.7 13-2
46 6.1 11-8 46 8.3 13-9 46 4.0 9-4 101 7.8 13-4
47 6.2 11-9 47 8.4 13-10 47 4.1 9-5 102 7.9 13-5
48 6.3 11-10 48 8.5 13-11 48 4.2 9-7 103 7.9 13-5
49 6.4 12-0 49 8.6 14-0 49 4.2 9-7 104 8.0 13-6
50 6.5 12-1 50 8.7 14-1 50 4.3 9-8 105 8.1 13-7
51 6.6 12-2 51 8.9 14-4 51 4.4 9-9 106 8.2 13-8
52 6.8 12-4 52 9.1 H-6 52 4.4 9-9 107 8.3 13-9
53 6.9 12-6 53 ' 9.3 14-8 53 4.5 9-11 108 8.4 13.-10
54 7.0* 12-7* 54 9.5 14-10 54 4.5 9-11 109 8.4 13-10
55 7.1 12-8 55 9.7 15-0 55 4.6 10-0 110 8.5 13-11
56 7.3 12-10 56 9.9 15-2 56 4.6 10-0 111 8.5 13-11
57 7.5 13-0 57 10,1 15-4 • 57 4.7 10-1 112 8.6 14-0
58 7.6 13-1 58 10.2 15-5 58 4.8 10-3 113 8.7 14-1
59 7.7 13-2 59 10.4 15-7 59 4.9 10-4 114 8.8 14-3
60 7.9 13-5
* Equivalents beyond t'.iis point were obtained by extrapolation.
’ The age which has been assigned to any grade is the median age of children having the given grade placement. These age equivalents are based on a
large, unselected sampling of children taken from the United States as a whole, the data having been collected originally by the Office of Education.
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poses of comparison with the comparable average
measure on the Reading Capacity Test.*
TABLE 3
{FORM A) Grade Equivalents Corresponding to Raw
' Scores in Test 3, Spelling
Score
Grade
3 4 6 6
1 2.5 3.2 4.3 5.4
2 2.6 3.3 4.4 5.5
3 2.7 3.5 4.6 5.7
4 2.8 3.6 4.7 5.8
5 2.9 3.7 4.8 5.9
6 3.0 3.8 4.9 6.0
7 3.2 3.9 5.0 6.1
8 3.3 4,1 5.2 6.3
9 3.4 4.3 5.4 6.5
10 3.5 4.4 5.5 6.6
11 3.6 4.5 5.6 6.7
12 3.7 4.6 5.7 6.8
13 3.8 4.8 5.9 7.0
14 3.9 4.9 6.0 7.1
15 4.0 5.0 6.1 7.3
16 4.2 5.2 6.3 7.4
17 4.3 5.3 6.4 7.5
18 4.4 5.5 6.6 7.6
19 4.5 5.6 6.7 7.8
20 4.6 5.7 6.8 7.9
Table 3, Form A, and Table 4, Form B, give grade
equivalents corresponding to raw .scores (number of
words spelled correctly) for each grade level from 3
to 6 inclusive. To use this table of norms, find the
number of words spelled correctly in the first column
and read off the grade equivalent which appears oppo-
site this score in the appropriate grade column. Be
sure to use the grade column which is headed with a
number corresponding to the grade placement of the
individual whose score is being interpreted.
These norms have been so set up that credit is auto-
matically allowed on a sliding scale for words not
dictated in a given grade but dictated to a lower grade.
This makes the norms continuous and comparable
from one grade level to another.
The greatest value of the test does not lie in the
grade equivalent which it yields, however, but in the
suggestions found in a subjective analysis of the types
of errors which the child makes.
' Norms for both the Reading Achievement Test and the Reading
Capacity Test are also given in the Manual.
TABLE 4
{FORM B) Grade Equivalents Corresponding to Raw
Scores in Test 3, Spelling
Score
Grade
3 4 6 6
1 2.6 3.3 4.5 5.0
2 2.8 3.6 4.6 5.1
3 3.1 3.9 4.8 5.3
4 3.3 4.1 5.0 5.5
5 3.6 4.3 5.2 5.7
6 3.7 4.5 5.5 5.9
7 3.9 4.7 5.7 6.0
8 4.1 4.9 5.8 6.1
9 4.2 5.1 5.9 6.3
10 4.3 5.3 6.0 6.4
11 4.4 5.4 6.1 6.5
12 4.5 5.5 6.3 6.6
13 4.7 5.6 6.4 6.7
14 4.9 5.7 6.5 6.8
15 5.1 5.8 6.6 7.1
16 5.2 5.9 6.7 7.3
17 5.3 6.1 6.8 7.4
18 5.4 6.2 6.9 7.5
19 5.5 6.3 7.0 7.7
20 5.6 6.4 7.1 7.9
Table 5 gives qualitative ratings corresponding to
the number of ideas correctly recalled in Test 4.
Written Recall. The chief value of these ratings is
that they tend to corroborate Tests 1 and 2 in cases
where severe reading difficulty exists. Careful obser-
vation and analysis of the child’s written response
beyond merely assigning a rating will often repay the
effort by suggesting the nature of the child’s reading
difficulty.
TABLE 5
Qualitative Ratings Corresponding to Number of Ideas
Recalled in Test 4, Written Recall {FORMS A AND B)
Grade
Rating Correspondence TO Score
GOOD FAIR POOR
3 11 + 5-10 0-4
4 13+ 7-12 0-6
5 15+ 9-14 0-8
6 18+ 11-17 0-10
To find the rating corresponding to a given score,
locate the score in the row opposite the grade level in
Column 1 and read the rating from the top of the
column in which the score appears. For example, if
a child in the 4th grade recalls nine ideas in substan-^4^ ''
tially correct form, his rating is “Fair.”
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING
DurreU-Sullivan : Read. Achievem’t ; Inter. B
I'KS'I' 1 flKI}
Samples.
An is a kind of— 1 paint 2 metal 3 animai 4 fruit 5 chair..; I
Large means— 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like ....
To shut means to— 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close
2 3 4 5
1 ! .1 !1
1 2 3 4 5
il ii 11 II II
1 2 3 4 5
•n
f; I
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
6 .
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
A hat is worn bn the— 1 shoe 2 head 3 chair 4 bed 5 hand
We use our ears to— 1 eat 2 carry 3 see 4 jump 5 hear
Blue is a— 1 place 2 game 3 road 4 color 5 number
A boat sails on the — 1 lake 2 groimd 3 hill
The sun gives— 1 rain 2 snow 3 light 4 air
1 2 3 4 5
ii ii • ii i;
2 3 4 5
11 .11 II12 3 4
i: i: i: ii
:i :: :: i=12 3 4
4 farm 5 table |i
1
5 darkness .H
1
A rock is a big— 1 dinner 2 city 3 fire 4 stone 5 hole
1
I
!=
ii ii ii ii
2 3 4 5
•: li
We tell time by a— 1 guess 2 clock 3 pen '4 book 5 dish
1
To be quick means to be— 1 slow 2 tall 3 lazy 4 fat 5 fast . .H
1
An eye is part of a— 1 foot 2 pencil 3 face 4 table 5 leg H
1
When we leave we — 1 pull 2 go 3 stop 4 sleep 5 think .
A violet is a — 1 cake 2 bell 3 dress 4 flower 5 basket .
.
2 2 3 4
: : : : : : :
:
11 ii ii ii2 3 4
2 3 4 5
II II II II
2 3 4 5
M
. y
5
:
:
::12 3 4
: ii ii
: : ; : : ;
: : : : : :
2^.
1 2 3 4 5
5 cross ii n ii
1 2 3 4 5
A person who is timid is — 1 afraid 2 hungry 3 brave 4 quick 5 honest i
12. To be angry is to be— 1 kind 2 early 3 funny 4 strange
13.
14. To start means to— 1 reach 2 change 3 stop 4 begin 5 catch ii
1
16. To rob means to— 1 believe 2 guess 3 steal 4 hold 5 hope . . . .i
16. To be still is to be— 1 fair 2 quiet 3 pretty 4 ready
1
5 noisy . . . i
17. A weary person feels — 1 happy 2 clean 3 strong 4 tired 5 safe;
18. To whip means to— 1 turn 2 help 3 handle 4 break 5 beat
19. To strike means to —- 1 hit 2 hide 3 learn 4 suppose
1
5 point . . . i i
20. To build means to— 1 destroy 2 pay 3 cover 4 make 5 capture!
4 5
21. When you draw you use a — 1 country 2 flower 3 dish
22. A cannon is a — 1 foot 2 mouth 3 canoe 4 roof
23. A crow is a— 1 sailor 2 rooster 3 bird 4 window
24. Glow means— 1 shine 2 jump 3 start 4 bring
25. Napkins are often made of— 1 bark 2 rock 3 china 4
(Go rii
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1 2 3 4 5
: : :
:
5 gun ....
5 color .
5 grow ....
4 5
ii ii
ght on to the next page.)
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1 2 .3 4
26. Find means— 1 expect 2 believe 3 help 4 lose 5 discover
27. Spring is one of the — 1 months 2 clouds 3 stars 4 seasons 5 family
28. Maple is a kind of— 1 haystack 2 saddle 3 wood 4 park 5 region
29. Grand means — 1 terrible 2 cross 3 quiet 4 grateful 5 magnificent
30. Verse means — 1 legal 2 adversity 3 gracious 4 poetry 5 inferior
31. Aid means— 1 drink 2 hate 3 hurt 4 help 5 change
32. A century is — 16 months 2 100 years 3 60 years 4 100 cents 5 30 days
33. A nervous person is — 1 hungry 2 lucky 3 fatal 4 restless 5 enthusiastic
34. A locomotive is an — 1 associate 2 argument 3 inlet 4 ultimatum 5 engine
1
36. A brilliant star is — 1 sacred 2 rhythmic 3 distant 4 bright 5 unfavorable
36. A nostril is part of a — 1 house 2 nose 3 rattle 4 poem 5 salad
37. An adventure is — 1 sentimental 2 exciting 3 fictitious 4 simple 5 generous
38. Payments are usually made in — 1 libraries 2 wagons 3 money 4 feathers 5 explanation
39. Education means— 1 cooperation 2 indolence 3 performance 4 tyranny 5 learning
40. To be acguflinfec? with means to — 1 disapprove 2 trust 3 insure 4 know 5 risk..
41. To fling is to— 1 hurl 2 inspire 3 lecture 4 rebel 5 lag
42. Forceful means — 1 independent 2 sinful 3 powerful 4 extreme 5 merciful
43. Pull means— 1 draw 2 push 3 roll 4 hate 5 right
A
44. Wondrous means— 1 meritorious 2 privately 3 marvelous 4 purple 5 influential
46. A thing that is rea/is — 1 genuine 2 artificial 3 shiftless 4 gracious 5 lavish
46. Unfortunate means — 1 unkind 2 unavoidable 3 unlucky 4 untrue 5 comfortable
47. A mansion is a — 1 stable 2 cement 3 machine 4 house 5 dance
«
48. To s/afibn is to— 1 shoot 2 pl^ce 3 maintain 4 bother 5 surprise
49. Frontier means— 1 frank 2 distinct 3 humane 4 border 5 inlay
60. Antique means— 1 dirty 2 careful 3 broken 4 old 5 open
61. A legislature makes— 1 fashions 2 laws 3 famines
_
4 clapboards 5 napkins
62. Scriptures are — 1 shipwrecks 2 caravans 3 cathedrals 4 writings 5 medicines . .
63. Soiled means — 1 thirsty 2 solid 3 fireproof 4 tom 5 dirty
.3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3^
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
.1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5
64 .
55 .
66 .
67 .
68 .
59 .
60 .
61 .
62 .
63 .
64 .
65 .
66 .
67 .
68 .
69 .
70 .
71
.
72 .
73 .
74 .
76 .
To require means to— ~ 1 receive 2 inquire 3 need 4 study 5 think
Yawning mtzns — 1 covered 2 sturdy 3 rude 4 insure 5 open
To be entitled to means to have a — 1 blister 2 book 3 claim 4 defect 5 tailor .
.
Steed means— 1 face 2 instead 3 horse 4 thicket 5 hurry
To induce is to— 1 persuade 2 persevere
_
3 splice 4 cancel 5 dislodge
A petal is part of a — 1 bicycle 2 fence 3 child 4 stampede 5 flower
A gallop is a rapid — 1 river 2 boat 3 gait 4 judgment 5 engine
To Ziften is to— 1 cheapen 2 ignite 3 compare 4 disturb 5 prohibit
Zealous means— 1 eager 2 dusky 3 forgetful 4 liberal 5 formal
A tinge is a— 1 juice 2 liquid 3 ghost 4 diet 5 shade
To perceive means to — 1 punish 2 defend 3 waylay 4 corrupt 5 observe
An arbor is a— 1 labor 2 night 3 peasant 4 drink 5 bower
Pathetic means— 1 pitiable 2 impatient 3 route 4 obstinate 5 heroic
Jet means — 1 joke 2 fleecy 3 blue 4 black 5 patter
1 2 3 4 5.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 l3 4
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
44-
1 2 3 4 5
If you are discouraged you are— 1 disguised 2 dejected 3 mediocre 4 distorted 5 romantic
Complex means — 1 humorous 2 compromise 3 complicated 4 tolerant 5 shapeless
An incline is a — 1 decision 2 volume 3 column 4 slope 5 rumor
Cadence means — 1 coincidence 2 hmnility 3 rhythm 4 penitence 5 revolt
To denounce is to— 1 echo 2 accuse 3 enthrone 4 praise 5 ignite
A knoll is a small— 1 man 2 animal 3 room 4 hill 5 machine
A constellation is composed of
— I acid 2 citizens 3 bushes 4 stars 5 embers.
.
Immortal means — 1 wicked 2 laudable 3 deathless 4 bright 5 intensive
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
Score
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
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Sample.
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach.
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish
and some funny little crabs.
A, What did Helen and her brother do
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 12345
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing |
B. The weather was— 12345
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy 1
1
C. The best name for this story is—
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach
3
f
Eating Lunch Outdoors
I
Tom was standing before his house. He saw a little kitten trying to cross
the street. A car was coming. He was afraid the kitten would be hurt. He
started to run into the street. He would have been hurt himself if a man had
not held him. When the car had gone along Tom looked across the street.
The kitten was playing on the grass. It had not been hit, after all.
5i^
1. Tom was —
1 playing in the street
4 in front of his home
2 riding in a car 3 playing with a kitten
5 sitting down
1 2 3 4 5
2. The kitten was—
1 struck 2 safe
1
3 hurt 4 sad 5 quiet
5
3. Tom was not hurt because—
1 he was afraid 2 the kitten came back 3 someone stopped him 1 2 3 4 .5
4 he got across 5 he stood in front of his house
4. The best name for this story is—
1 A Funny Kitten 2 Tom’s House 3 A Brave Man 4 A Little Boy 12345
5 Tom and the Kitten 1
1
6. Tom was afraid that—
1 he would be hurt 2 the car would hit the man 3 he would lose his hat 12345
4 the car would run over the kitten 5 the puppy would be hurt
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Mary Jane had lived all of her seven years on a farm and had never seen a
city. One morning her Uncle Jim asked her if she would like to go with him
to the big city fifty miles away. She was very happy to go, and soon she and
Uncle Jim were driving away in his big car. When they reached the city her
uncle took her into a store. She had always heard her mother talk of a store
where most things cost only a dime and many things were for sale for a nickel.
She had saved up twenty-five cents during the year, and when she left the
store she had spent all of it for a small auto like Uncle Jim’s, a set of tiny doll
clothes, a toy set of chairs, and a box of crayons. She went home very happy,
and fell asleep on Uncle Jim’s arm before they reached her village.
6. Mary Jane was born —
1 in a city 2 in the country 3 on a hill 4 at a store 5 five years ago . .
.
7. The best name for this story is— 1 An Automobile Ride 2 Mary’s Uncle
3 A Visit to the City 4 Mary Falls Asleep 5 Mary’s Money
8. What did Mary do as they drove home ? 1 bought some crayons
2 spent twenty-five cents 3 bought some toys 4 took a nap
9. Uncle Jim asked Mary Jane to—
1 go fishing 2 go to the store 3 go swimming
4 go to the city 5 buy some toys
5 talked to Mother i
10. How did Mary Jane feel when she went home ^
1 sad 2 lonesome 3 happy 4 afraid 5 sick
.
11 .
m
Hugh has enjoyed making things ever since he had woodworking in school.
During vacation he decided to make a gift for his father. He saw that his dad
scattered his pipes all over the house, and that his mother pretended to be
annoyed by finding them in so many places. He thought it would be a good
idea to build a pipe rack for his father. It was to have spaces for twelve pipes.
He bought the wood at a lumber yard and worked on it down cellar, and no one
knew of his plans. It took most of his vacation to make his gift. When it
was finished he polished it carefully with wax, and carved his dad’s name upon
the center board. One morning, when the whole family were gathered at
breakfast, he gave his father the package. Hugh watched his face eagerly.
When he saw how happy his father was he was glad he had done the work.
Hugh noticed that his father— 1 forgot his tools 2 needed neckties i
3 had lost his pipe 4 left pipes in several places 5 had bought some lumber . .
12. Hugh worked on his gift—
1 everywhere 2 kindly 3 nightly 4 fully 5 secretly.
6^
13. The rack contained places for— la pair of pipes 2 a dozen pipes
3 a dozen neckties 4 several gifts 5 woodworking tools
14. Hugh presented the gift—
1 on Christmas day 2 in the morning
4 in the cellar 5 after school
3 after supper
15. Hugh finished the pipe rack by—
1 rubbing it with oil 2 rubbing it with sandpaper
4 nailing it to the wall 5 shining it with wax ....
[ 6 1
3 putting on varnish
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16
.
17 .
18 .
19 .
20.
21
.
22 .
4lR3.
24 .
25 .
IV
A mother who had spent all her spare time making a garden instructed her
children never to walk upon the flowers or to break or pick them unless they
asked her permission. One day when she came to water the garden she saw
that nearly all the tall-stemmed flowers were broken or torn up by the roots.
She called to the children, but not one of them replied. She went into the house
and rang the bell to summon them. There was no answer. She returned to
her garden and attempted to replace those plants which were not entirely de-
stroyed. As she neared the flower bed she saw two puppies romping through
her ’flowers, breaking them as they played. She felt sad because she had
thought the children to blame. At suppertime she gave each one an extra
piece of cake. They were surprised, for they did not know what they had
done to deserve this treat.
How did Mother feel when the children came to supper ? 12345
1 amused 2 cross 3 sorry 4 ill 5 weary H li i| M
When Mother called, the children — 1 were romping 2 did not reply 12345
3 answered 4 came in the house 5 called the puppies
What is the best title for this story .?
1 The Children’s Party 2 A Good Supper 3 Making a Garden 12345
4 Mother Rings the Bell for the Children 5 Mother Is Mistaken
Who were guilty of ruining the garden ? 1 the children 2 the boys next door 12345
3 two young dogs 4 a boy and a girl 5 three little kittens Ir
The mother told her children to— 1 pick the flowers 2 weed the garden 12345
3 be careful of the garden 4 pick blueberries 5 plant vegetables
V
Traveling between places in the olden days was tiresome and at times very
unsafe. Most of the journeys were made in stagecoaches. Though these
coaches were very gay to look at, they were actually cold and drafty in winter
and hot arid poorly ventilated in summer. There were few bridges, and the
horses were forced to ford the streams. The roads were poor and very muddy
in rainy weather. The passengers were often called on to help the driver if the
coach became mired and would not move. Sometimes the heavy mud caused
a coach to overturn, bringing injury to passengers. For these reasons people
did not travel for pleasure but only when it was important for them to do so.
According to the paragraph travel in former times was—
1 very gay 2 sometimes dangerous 12345
3 always by stagecoach 4 very expensive 5 exposed to robbers
;;
According to the paragraph people made journeys in the past —
1 because they enjoyed riding 2 when necessity demanded it 3 only in summer12345
4 because roads were unsafe 5 because there were few other pleasures
The best title for this paragraph is— 1 Stagecoach Travel 2 Traveling over Streams 1 2345
3 A Long Journey 4 Helping the Driver 5 An Adventure in a Stagecoach
When a stream having no bridge was encountered— 1 the stagecoach turned back
2 a bridge was built 3 the horses crossed in a shallow place 12345
4 the passengers waded across 5 the passengers pushed the coach H
According to the paragraph passengers were injured—
1 getting into the coach 2 by the horses 3 if a coach turned over < 12345
4 when the coach was mired 5 crossing streams ii
[ 7 ]
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When the first settlers arrived in this country the land was heavily forested.
It was necessary for them to remove trees in order to clear land for homes and
obtain logs for building houses and provide fuel for their needs. Later, as the
number of people increased and cities began to spring up, great quantities of
lumber were required. Often there were hundreds of houses and buildings
being constructed at one time in a single city. All of these demanded an im-
mediate supply of lumber. Too o'ften, in order to sell this lumber and secure
the money it brought, unwise dealers cut down the young as well as the full-
grown trees. This left many unnecessary bare spots. Since it takes a tree
many, many years to become full grown, it has not been easy to reforest these
areas. Land from which trees have been cut in this way is often worthless, for
it is covered with deep-rooted stumps. Because we realize how much damage
was needlessly done we are much more considerate of our trees today.
26. According to the paragraph the pioneers cut lumber to— 1 increase the quantity i 2
2 grow new trees 3 supply necessities 4 construct bridges 5 build railroads ii
27. The best title for this paragraph is— 1 Building Cities 2 Use and Abuse of Our Forests 1 2
3 Unwise Construction 4 Unnecessary Lumbering 5 Pioneer Construction ....!!
C
/
3 4 5
3 4 5
28. Reforestation was difficult because of the—
1 situation of the land 2 lack of adequate funds
4 slow growth of trees 5 damage to roots
3 development of large cities 12345
29. Tl^e deforested land was useless because—
1 the roots of the trees were not removed 2 of heavy vegetation 12345
3 of unproductive soil 4 it was devoid of minerals 5 it was inadequately irrigated H
30. According to this paragraph we now protect our forests by—
1 using oil for fuel 2 diversified farming 3 building more brick houses 12345
4 preventing uimecessary injury to trees 5 manufacturing building materials
VII Si^
Wampum had many uses among the Indians. It was made of beads, pieces
of stone, and shell, through which holes were drilled. These were strung to-
gether on deerskin thongs. The long chains were worn around the neck, and
many thousands of these beads were woven into the famous wampum belts.
These belts were embroidered with meaningful designs. Wampum ornaments
were not only used as personal adornment but served on many serious occasions.
Since the Indians could not write, pictures showing certain parts of the treaties the
Indians made were pictured in the wampum to help them remember. The head
of each tribe had his own particular dyes and patterns, which made his belts and
chains unlike those of the other-members of his tribe. Wampum was also the only
money the Indians had. They used it to buy things just as we use our coins today.
31. The paragraph says that wampum was used for—
1 drilling holes in shells 2 stringing pieces of stone and shell 1 2
3 decorating wigwams 4 a variety of purposes
^
5 fashioning head ornaments . .H
32. The best title for this paragraph is— 1 Indian Belts 2 Wampum Used as Money 1 2
3 The Varied Uses of Wampum 4 Wampum Designs 5 Tribal Customs
33. The chief’s wampum belts differed from the others in — 1 shape and weight 1 2
2 color and design 3 stones and shells 4 length of chains 5 money and coins!]
3 4 5
-iu'
34. Wampum was made into— 1 colored headgear
3 chains and belts 4 weapons of war 5
2 Indian moccasins
metal coins
1 2 3 4 5
36. Wampum chains were strung on— 1 strips of leather
4 wire 5 raffia
[ 8 ]
2 string 3 metal chains 12345
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36.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
Several boys who lived near each other and had played together for a long time
decided to form a club. They agreed to have a clubhouse, secret signals and signs,
and various duties and responsibilities for each member. They appointed a temporary
leader, and later by secret ballot elected a chief. At the end of six weeks they had
built and furnished a small clubhouse in a field near by. They painted the name of
their club over the door and erected a “No Trespassing’’ sign at the entrance. Each
day when school was over these lads would gather at the club to discuss secret matters
and to determine future plans. They preferred to engage in an activity where each
member contributed his part in the work. Finally they chose to build a canoe. The
information tliey needed was obtained from books secured at the library. The con-
struction kept them busy for several weeks, and when the canoe was completed they
were very proud of the results.
The boys decided that whatever work the club did should be—
1 helpful 2 shared 3 temporary 4 well paid 5 during vacation
37. The best title for this story is— 1 Building a Clubhouse 2 A Successful Boys’ Club i
3 A Secret Code 4 Securing Information 5 Election of a Leader
The final project this paragraph mentions is—
1 exploring with the canoe 2 having secret signs and signals
4 constructing a canoe 5 securing books from the library . .
3 electing a leader
The use of the clubhouse was
1 limited to the members
4 restricted to the chief
2 extended to everyone 3 granted to the boys’ families i
5 given to the entire neighborhood
The chief of the club was—
3 decided by the parents
1 appointed temporarily
4 selected by the teacher
IX
2 chosen by secret ballot
5 elected by a show of hands
9^
The largest, strongest, and most treacherous animal known to man is the wild ele-
phant. After training, this animal is easily managed and man can train him to
perform a variety of helpful tasks. These powerful beasts of burden accbmplish with
ease and rapidity the same amount of labor as twenty-four men or a dozen horses. In
India and other countries of the Far East wild elephants living in the jungles are cap-
tured by the natives and trained into profitable servants. They are very valuable
because it is possible to teach them to transport heavy timber from the forests, to
build roads, and to aid in military actions. In order to protect the future generations
of these animals, the law specifies the size an elephant must be before he can be taken
into captivity. Young elephants trapped with the herds must be released to run wild
again in order to increase the number of elephants from year to year.
The physical vigor of the elephant is best demonstrated when he— 1 is trapped
2 is released from captivity 3 achieves the tasks of many workers ]
4 aids military actions 5 fights in the jungle I
The elephant is particularly profitable to man because—
1 he can always be sold 2 he produces ivory 3 the law protects him
4 of his value in circuses 5 he helps in constructing roads
The best title for this paragraph is — 1 Capturing Elephants in India
2 An Exciting Adventure 3 Destroying Wild Elephants
4 The Treachery of Elephants 5 How the Elephant Serves Man
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
44. The paragraph says that wild elephants are trained by—
2 animal keepers 3 natives 4 Indian officials
According to the paragraph young trapped elephants—
1 are purchased by circuses 2 grow up in captivity
4 are sold to zoos 5 are allowed to go free
9 ]
1 English soldiers
5 elephant hunters
die when they are caught
1 2 3 4 5
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46 .
47.
48.
49.
60 .
61 .
62 .
63 .
64 .
56 .
Botany, or the study of plant life, is an interesting science. Most plants require
sunshine, food, water, air, light, and warmth for strength and energy. They live by
extracting certain substances from the soil and air. The hairy roots which hold the
plant in the ground also drain water and mineral salts from the earth. The stem
which grows above the earth holds the leaves up to the sunlight. The leaves play a
very important part in the life of a plant. Since plants cannot get all the food they
need from the ground, they must manufacture the rest themselves. Leaves are filled
with tiny pores which cannot be seen by the naked eye. A gas called carbon dioxide
is absorbed from the air through these holes. This unites with water in the presence
of sunlight and forms foods. Thus starches and sugars which the plant needs for
growth are made.
The root is vital to the plant because it— 1 makes sugars and starches 2 is often edible i
3 is full of tiny pores 4 absorbs air and light 5 absorbs food from the soil . . .
Starches and sugars are— 1 taken directly from the soil
2 absorbed through the hairy roots 3 taken directly from the air
4 detrimental to the plant 5 manufactured by the plant
The best title for this paragraph is— 1 The Plant and Its Roots
2 The Nourishment of Plants 3 Botany, an Interesting Science
4 Sugars and Starches in Plants 5 Plants and Their Leaves
According to this paragraph carbon dioxide— 1 is rejected by plants 2 kills plant life i
3 is used as fertj^zer 4 directly nourishes plants 5 helps form starches and sugars i
;
The paragraph says that one function of the stem is to—
1 absorb water from the soil 2 support the leaves 3 manufacture carbon dioxide i
4 absorb simshine 5 store up water
XI
The present-day method of traveling extensively by automobile necessitates the
building of good roads which must constantly be repaired and improved in order to
insure safety to the millions of people who speed over our highways. Today many
different materials are used in the construction of these highways, but probably the
most common of these are concrete and asphalt. Although many men have experi-
mented and presented valuable information to assist our engineers in building modern
roads, we cannot help admiring the skill of the ancient Romans and Egyptians, whose
roads were so well built that portions of them are in use today. Among the most
famous of the old Roman roads is the Appian Way, which was begun over four hundred
years before the birth of Christ. Most of these ancient roads were constructed of
hand-hewn stone blocks, particularly suitable for travel by chariot, the vehicle most
commonly used during that period of history. These hard roads would not afford the
comfort we demand in long-distance travel today, since we have become so accustomed
to improved highways.
According to the paragraph roads are being constructed continually because—
1 materials are less expensive than formerly 2 engineers are constantly experimenting
3 increased automobile travel demands them i
4 employment is thereby increased 5 of the competition with railroads
The chief consideration in modern road construction is to provide—
1 greater speed 2 access to scenic beauty 3 a maximum of safety i
4 permanence of surface 5 highways for military purposes
The best title for this paragraph is— 1 Building the Earliest Roads
2 A Study of Modem Roads 3 Ancient and Modem Roads i
4 Concrete and Asphalt Highways 5 The Significance of Highways :
The paragraph says that highways are most frequently built of—
1 various materials 2 concrete and asphalt 3 stone blocks i
4 hardened clay bricks 5 a mixture of sand, gravel, and tar |i
The Appian Way was—
1 an ancient Roman road 2 an aqueduct 3 an Egyptian road i
4 the first concrete and asphalt road 5 a method of road constmction H
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One of the great shipyards of England constructed an exceptionally large steamship.
It required nearly three years and the labor of several thousand men to complete this',
ambitious undertaking. Finally the great liner was finished and the day for her
launching arrived.
,
It is impossible to exaggerate the significance of this trial run,
because upon it would depend the success or failure of all the time, energy, and money
expended, as well as the future plans for the construction of other passenger vessels.
From all over the British Empire and from many other parts of the world came skillful
marine engineers to be present at this momentous event. The festive crowds lined
both banks of the river. Enthusiastic cheers arose when the ship slipped gracefully
from the ways, glided into the water, and in a few moments began to move under her
own power, as the enormous engines started to pound. The test soon proved that
everything had been done as planned, and those thousands of people watching, as well
as people everywhere on earth at all interested in ships, knew that the huge vessel was
a success. The magnificent liner then went back to the dockyard for her final
adjustment. m m ^
ll*^
The results of the test were—
1 inconclusive 2 gratifying 3 contradictory 4 disheartening 12346
5 insignificant ll n H ji Ij
The engineers who built the ship were anxious because—
1 the trial run was postponed 2 the great crowds impeded the launching
3 so much depended on the results of the trial run 1234 s
4 the launching was not properly scheduled 5 final adjustments had not been made .
. H
The best title for this paragraph is—
1 Shipbuilding in England 2 Launching a Great Liner 3 A Festive Crowd 12 3 4 5
4 A Momentous Occasion 5 Docking a Great Liner
After the launching, the liner—
1 was scrapped 2 sailed for America 3 took on passengers 12345
4 returned to be put in final order 5 capsized and sank
The trial run was attended by— 1
1 a small crowd 2 the entire British Empire 3 many cheering spectators 1234 s
4 marine engineers only 5 no one except naval oflSicers
I
\
Score
i
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TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL
I
Spot was a little black and white puppy. He belonged to Mary and Tom
Jones, who lived on a chicken farm in the country. There were hundreds of
fuzzy baby chickens as well as mother hens and roosters on the farm. Spot
loved to chase the little furry balls around ; but Mr. Jones did not want him
to do this, as it was not good for the little chickens. One day, when Spot
was racing after the chickens, a mother hen saw him and became angry. She
flew at him, and he started to run away before she could peck him. There
was a pan of water standing near by. Spot did not see it and fell into it in his
haste. He came out dripping wet. It frightened him so that he was cured of
chasing chickens any more.
II
It was a thrilling experience for Bill Todd, who as the guest of his Uncle
John was attending his first circus. They arrived early so that Bill could
walk about to observe the animals in their cages and have an opportunity
to visit the side shows. About noon Uncle John suggested that they stop
at one of the booths and have lunch. The circus grounds were fast becoming
thronged, and Bill’s uncle advised him to remain near so that he would not
be lost in the crowd. Seeing many people at a near-by stall. Bill wedged
his way ahead to find out what the attraction was. For several minutes he
gazed with awe at a heavily bearded man who was lifting great weights with
his teeth. Desirous of seeing the next attraction. Bill turned to rejoin his
uncle. Suddenly he discovered he was hemmed in on all sides by strangers.
Fear stole over him, and he rushed through the crowd. Trying to appear
calm, he looked about for a policeman who could help him. A short distance
away, near the main entrance, stood a kindly-faced officer to whom he told
his predicament. Following the instructions of the policeman. Bill remained
near the booth, standing high above the crowd on a platform. The policeman
called the name of Bill’s uncle through a megaphone. Bill looked eagerly.
Soon he saw a man hurry forward. He recognized his uncle’s hat and shouted
to attract his attention. They were both greatly relieved to have found each
other, and you may be sure that Bill remained close to his uncle the rest of
the day.
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